[y,
honest and not know how
To wish to
be honest. Mud 1“ know how to be honest is
to Im
mv opinion that
very near heaven. I:
it it were their wish there nr*- thr■»
railway
eoinpanies whose terminus i- New York, who
eould buy up this nation and put in
any President tiny pleased. Our danger, therefore, i-*
not from old
aristocracy. Old families'. Mow
innocent U the pride of old families! They are
too
merely
good to walk with common people,
■

farm, Garden and Household,
Vinegar Making.
o! my experience in
iuegar for market, exlcml"ier
period of twenty years. Wc
•i'vV'1 eider in a building set apart

_i\,

hi

dug

some

ider

«

pm pose without any

cellar.

It

move or less according to the
tiie season
The process would
r.api 1 ii this were not the case,
i- tile
only harm in my judgment
l ev, .a-liars will make
y tieo/o(g
.1
flte
many tail in attempting it.
eotumoneaiise of failure is in allow'/< u
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Fireside.

railroad corporations, landed estates
!’> V MTV LAIS COM.
remain secure. Fire cannot destroy them:
inn
There arc various thieves cannot steal
and lin kers in the lire.
hard times W hat i- it
them;
Mutters and sighs, and yields reluctant breath.
hurry mg the prore.-ome are rather increase than destroy their usefulAs
if
in
the
red
embers
some desire.
worthless and positively ness.
All that art may build or invent,
Some* word prophet ir, burned, delving death?
1
wo have a -h >rt stork on
as
nature
is
vanish,
but
evermay
quickly
ni.e k ot rail- fa -1 er than i\ e
of the forest, stalwart oak and pine.
lasting "And above the wreck and up- Lord*,
Lie down for us in the tlann*- of martyrdom :
I\ \.
abandoned them all. roar ot our vain devices and childish
A
household warmth, their death lire
human,
had a better article
an I
tumults, the sun continues to pour out its
shine;
,,vnhorn the aid of any of
Vet fragrant with high nr. mories they eome:
vivifying rays of light and heat over the
an ~rldoill tie made
.1
earth tin' elements to dissolve in grateful
the mountain wind- that in their boughs
n
till, e an betlei -have
bringing
tin'
rain: the majestic river to roll on his
Sang of the torrent and the plashy edge
'i. I.
I,
mo iear
is
Age
waters unceasingly ; and the
>f st«»rm-s\vept fakes: ami eeliocs tliat arouse
oak. it
lir-i .(Hality pos- fertilizing
The eagle from some splintered eyrie-ledge;
soil to yield up the plenteousi'i 11, 111
and riehness ungrudging
ness of its harvest,
year by year, to the And breath of violets, sw«'el about their root-:
p
be
the
-t
vinegar, hand of the husbandman." New England
-only
And earthy odor- of the moss and fern;
[
n
And hum of rivulet-: -well of ripening fruits;
i)iout id ate no more \ iuegar Farmer
And green leaves, that t" eold-and-erimson
I that Jitters.
|i should
or

-■

.■
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I;It
la-te : feel u anil to the
p..
.,nd pp n stronger as ii is held to
..ii
iii'li that i- sold in the market
o
inn big a harsh, sour
oh
Til. strength after:
np-e i.oing exposed to the air
:
ieeimiing flat and insipid,

happen when

properlv

l I •‘-Il 1U jilor
I iii--1 u-cd I**r linseed
.1 < nMif-h in piv\ cut
! he -m l ice. w hitTi
: fi. mi I* mu in" ni contact.
nra’u:: and impart an oily
| jnmi tin substantial
a-U- are made.
y w h
ii 11 -i•
»bic and l»*s> liable to
d
•
1 lie\
*1 iier kindo
a
ti ir. i, : in re drill 1 hree-iourths
Unit if more
a- ns
\\ liel; fr /.ell
thf\ W ill
:•.*
; p *rtion l»e h>sj : the
1 ! ,•
I ei w i!! be
\posi d to

condition, as based upon the county average-, and proportion of the crop produced
by each county i- si. The Stales averag-

ing loo or more are New Hampshire. New
Jersey. (ieorgia, Alabama. Western Yirginia, .Minnesota, and Oregon. The averages of tiie great corn-producing States
aiv as followsKentucky, ill; Ohio, 111
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satisfactory,

allowed t*> stand
We have HcVCf j
il’Ve V :M
mas in" a
first rate
*e.ud fault. \\ ith. and
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tiie purchaser's hands.
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nicii
-p«
made

\ ears h\
taken 1V< nn
\e—ei :lih*d with vinegar
hit*
h \ never
t of
1: J thf
pickles I lave
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I'l’ui preparation, and
for all tiiat.
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i 1
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I
\ er life
Second, tile
hi u 1: if i
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d
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before il i- f’llll \ UCpen e
:
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1
fulis completed
'In- result
lit thi- state
.| animalcules.
*n1 an
or lids
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'Fin*
tie
pit: rid !■ mentation, h \\ ill
•'.a; iik* Vi a 1 ei-. einiltino' a nn'st
mu lib.
sediment ill
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hundred fold,
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Apple

Hatter.

1 have been acquainted with tipple Imttor making nearly tilt\ y ears, some tw enty
years in this country and the balance iu
lie old country,
it' 1 make apple butter
only from apples, I have a brass kettle
holding -■> gallons, in which 1 boil go gallons of sweet eiderdown to live gallons,
which makes n nice wveot syrup.
Phis is
Then
put away in jars for the pis cut
put four bushels peeled apples, ipiartered,
in a brass kettle, and boil it to a mash
with :*d gallons -weet eider, without stirover

a

slow lire.

Then take the

apple-ont and strain tiiem through
a strainer, and
put the strained mash in
clean tubs, and put away for next day. for
the above operations take all day.
Next
day -tart early with strained mash in the
mashed

im'lielary com ulfiller lime ill oiir
'll1«I I.
|M tilu-'eil :t reigll "1'
r
I'lie tli sell tMlves of
liurilie.
• H
,.’v
} V *i i» tin gigantic
i;
ij.ru
•t
i.
in nuti«'H ii ;iiit 1 fity gttveninuiiits
"fl n nk ea-hiers ami
l’-i i e, i*
tern "it- • 11 mg|i to -hatter all
*: 11" 1 11
i;: ! 111; 111«- ;• I In ‘In >1\ t llOllgll
v
:! .he- U ill; si|c||
frequency
ailing » hardened
}*«.''• i' ai
’••kt Mini; exposures, that their
;■<-icInn .i !i-iI«— attention
* 1* "
t-n..
e
in view ol those
I
that the best amt
it ink in tin v. »ri«I is ihe «>H.
It iok vl.it h pay u-mioiis interest upon
ml ie\ ei uspeud- even in had
>
-and they are <*rarer occurrence
!.t\ »i ed land than t!i. hard seasons
lniaiit i.il world,- it never actually
into bankruptcy
tiro l.m-.tn w. w. uhl mention why
mpit.vmeut "I tin farmer is more -r11an tm;: •>! t'. business man is that
i
ai"'-.
upon <iod than upon man
a
f
u-Uecess <>! the mer:
: m* manulacliiivr is
in a great
1'iu‘e
ti'-jiemleai upon the honor, sa; prudet re of brings corruptible
u,t
like hunI'lie farmer sows
1
*
in the }«>pf ami eontideiiec of suu.tii! rain
Iu this. hea\ n doe- not
.ppoim him. and *y the harvest, i- tii 1
the promi-t
»i tieedtinu
The
1'
lie
whi h im trusts to the soil,
1

-if

o

Indiana, s.
Illinois, (i.'i; Iowa. Si : and
.Minnesota in the West and
Missouri, H7
New Jersey in the East report relatively
and absolutely high averages of condition.
Maryland, Virgiua, and Florida present
relatively higher figures, and all other
si nithcrn Slates lower, than 1X72.
although
tlio.se upon the Atlantic coast promise an
a
The yield of the South-western
cragstates was unusually large last year, but
will be considerable under average tin?
pn-sent season. It suffered front too much
moisture in bottom lands.
it is also a noticeable fact that in the
SiJtes where rains have been most injurious, reports of local droughts are somewhat numerous. Complaints of low vitally from bad seed are common in Ohio
and Michigan.
Summer droughts were
injurious in portions of the same States
and in Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri
ami Kansas. 'I'he crop is generally reported two weeks later than usual. Chinch
bug injuries are reported in Indiana. Illinois, Missouri, and Kansas, (irasshoppers
pr wed dt structive in sections of W isconsin. Iowa, and Kansas. Tho department
of Agriculture is issuing a circular lor
collecting tile results of the season’s experience in systematic- warfare upon inserts Attempts at protection against these
pests have been more general and per-istem. than ever before.
In many instances
great success is claimed in the use of
arsenical compounds. The circular says
that the annual losses of cotton from tin*
ravages of cotton insects amount possibly
t.- boo.lino bales in years of insect prevalence Any tacts bearing upon this subject
will be gladly received from planters who
do not receive the circular of ineptiry as
well as IV.ini ronv-poudeut- and others

ring,

Security of I’ui iiiing.

1 be

turn.

Crops.

the Department of Agriculture has issued it- September report, from which w<
learn that it is probable the yield ot maize*
will lie somewhat lower than last year.
Hie av erage appears to lie four per cent
1
titan in 1X72, making a reduction of
more than a million acres, mostly in Ohio.
Indiana. Illinois and Iowa, nearly twothirds ni a million being in Illinois, The
number of counties reporting average
condition in September is 222 : above a\ erage. 221, below, 7)81; total number reporting. 1,021. The general average of

(‘(’ill'll

u

of tho

Condition

or

the
his

bra-- kettle again, and the live gallons of

boiled syrup.
Then stir it with a stirrer
with half inch holes in it, over a slow lire.
It i- of great importance not to let it get
burned in the kettle. This boiling and
-training take- from twelve to fifteen hours
steady work To know when it boiled
enough take some of the apple butter out
in a plate and see that it does not run
about over the plate, then it. is done.
file apple butter is in this way condensed, and will keep for years without,
being closed entirely air-tight. Before I
use it on the table, 1 add as much cream,
milk, or sugar and water as there is apple
butter. But to make a period apple butler, it takes no other material to do it.
’fake peaches, pears, nr bine or yellow
plums, peel and quarter them and boil
tbelli to a mash with good eider, strain
and work it as you would the apples.
Alter it is done put rt away in jars like

apple butter, and when the grapes are ripe
lake your first apple butter made from
mix it up in the ketpeaches, pears.
tle again, and boil the whole up in ten
gallons grape juice. This will make a
delicate preserve, which, condensed, is
worth

fifty

cents per lb, any w here.

selling annually

1

am

without any difficulty.

l,00o Ills If I would make a -penial business, I could -ell a large quantity of it.
Add spice, cinnamon, and if one desires
apple butter sweeter, sugar to taste. But

most everybody likes the natioal flavor.
in on hundred ham!-,
their re-ulfs are contingent
Gorged Stomachs in Horses.
t:i:d inaim-lances, whieh are
like tli'* r *T.iti a: mi duration of tin*
longed stomachs, or acute indigestion,
_p-\enied by ti\e« 1 and immutable is ft disease which every
year destroys a
but will h are to a arge extent ill
It consists
great many valuable horses.
hands of ehanec. ami v | o ►-• ( t the either in distension of the stomach from
ej tain *
«»t
!»•
mine
apri.-efood or from gas generated by the ferI hit
ir
not all of the iusay> mg
mentation ot its undigested contents.
-Ol' I art
.1
; teojih* -n
inner ted
This very serious disorder often results
»
v‘>
-ti'
ihat anything from
giving food in large quantities and
hi
it.b
ri
impede one. must immediately subjecting the animal to hard
''
2
!
-! "ii
ill
We answer,
| or fast work. This is a very common thing
i- i -lie
! lard times
t-n
amongst farmers’ horses. A journev ot
life. ; t" "im exit
all branches ; lift ecu or I went.v miles has to he performed :
ami -• <!•
but It- the disaster I the owner,
through kindnesss, gives au
\
n
tanning least -t all. Panic extra quantity of food : the stomach and
-uak• 'l'»\\ n tlieair < astlc-of sjieculabowels are overloaded ; the horse begins
tie nn -t iuriuential houses of the his
journey full of spirits, and, after travtry may collapse, but the crisis,
elling for a few miles, he becomes dull
may materially le-seii the gains of and
sluggish and sweats freely; lie is
:
'-aiiiiot directly bla-t or derin
pulled up, and idler 'landing for a few
\\
tin*
hen
ot
tin*
«a-"j>"
money
moments, shows signs ot abdominal pains
•m
In* has lost his all,
ha
_• an
by cringing the body and attempting to lie
tami
in
edm-rd t<• want.
Hut
dow n : the flanks are slightly swollen. In
uld ih
har«l earm*d savings ,,| the a few moments he seems
easier, and is
b« '.ripped from him b\ lie* hands
driven on, now and then
showing
symp:
his
still
re
Icfanlting financier,
toms of pain
crops
possibly lie reaches his" destination. and is taken out of the harness,
supply tin w ant ot his family.
! In* -tii’ seem U"t only willing, hut ghul
w hen lie may exhibit very
alarming svmp>a\ it-dividend' a
long a the fanner tonis
iiiiie- to relic u I > il the elements of
Another common cause is
iiity whit h it require : y«- and long feeding heavily when the stomach has
i. I t
fulfill hi part of this been weakened
through enervating ex
i* .ai contract
1 >• continue- to supply
ercise or long lasting
wants
Nature i- forbearing. but she
In road-horses that are
highly fed on
Her demand- may he disregarded oats and liny, it is
occasionally brought on
-* a-"ii.
hut time will reveal her mi-- by giving a quantity of green clover or
sh« i- a laitiiful servant, hut her lares
immediately after performing a fast
.'hi- .a 11i11» must be
recognized Ke- journey
[Canada Fanner.
tlii-, tanner-1 you who complain
and
barren field--, that a
--anty cropI n lit i.i. Corn. Take one quart ol
‘tod "til eaiim.t produce an abundant
strong lye, prepared by pouring yvarm
harvest
water upon a pock or more of ashes; add
i u-t 'l t<. l»e iht common
opinion that two quarts of boiling water to it, and put
.■
a
sav
deposited in
ings bank was in the corn; let it boil until the hulls begin
seemed, but the recent developments
to start, w hich you can determine by hikdefalcation at the Market, Hull’s Head,
ing 0111 a few kernels and washing them
U abkili. and Hohokeu banks, have done
Skim out all the corn;
in cold water.
much ?o convince it- that in this we wen*
rinse it in two or three waters; put it into
have
Men
who
labored
hard
for
wrong.
cold water and let it boil up; turn oil’that
what lhe\ now posse--, are beginning to water so
as to extract all the lye; fill up
which
shall
investment
for
an
with boiling water, and cook for four hours
.mjuirc
iftbrd them the promise ol a better securislowly; mid salt to your taste : let it, boil
Vo such we would recommend landed halt au hour or
II must
more, and serve.
bankers
may cook a
■-tales, for whih* dishonest
great while to he
■I...U

ao
■

••

*•-

■

<

1

>

abscond witli your deposits, while your
-afe may be broken into and your valuables
t ’• n
while il nmv no longer be best to

palatable.

Our enemies
science.

are

our

and sometimes get disliked because they are
exclusive: they enjoy themselves, but have no
power. There is nothing in the world so powerless as aristocratic circle, and sets; the men
that carry the deadliest influence are the men
that carry purges, sf> when the storm smites
on
of these men and he goes clown 1 am very
sorry: but still I ay to myself, 11 is one danHcecher on the Platform,
ger 1< -s.*' It is a comfort to find once in a
accompanied by heavy rain, lasted from carefully removed the six incisors from
while tliar then- are .schemers in the world who
midnight, until nearly morning. Several the lower jaws lor ornaments. Flensing
llonn
Wiiiil Beecher opened the season are not stronger than <■«»«!, and tliat th»* devil
of the lodges were blown down, and their t lit; carcasses, and packing the meat and
can’t ha
his own way all the time.
Laughoccupants exposed to the "peltings of the skins on our tired horses, amid shouts and at Music Hall, Boston, last week, with a ter and applause.* fhe worst of all Usages is
It
exaultant
to
fundsl
we
returned
commerce
storm."
out
of
that
risk
of
Wo
turned
our
of
into
tin
lecture on "The Battle of Business," ot
camp.
song,
putting
pitiless
entrusted to men’s hands noi for their own u»«*,
was late before the tires were deserted
beds before daylight, a soaked and surly
which the following is a sketch—
There
but for keeping to specific purposes.
crowd: but good humor returned with and quiet reigned in the village. Vet ill
to be a new education on the subject of
vdies an*d Gentlemen*
Tin* oattie of ought money that L- not
1 he rising sun, and the day's ride was en- the midst of this general rejoicing there
u-ing
your own. I speak
livened by horse and foot races, wrestling were anxiety and trouble. Two of the business is always the chief in the interest* in with -i fellow feeling. ha\ ing been the Treasurtin- nation's history. It is just now tie engross- er
of several small associations, and never g> tand shooting with the bow and arrow. To warriors that followed the Teton trail had
ing and almost exclusive theme of thought and ting out without defalcations, which had to ba
the lover of wild sport, hardships and not appeared, and long after the skins conversation. One of those
great dorm* which replaced by about four tiincn their amouut
annoyances are as nothing. The rough were drawn, shutting out the night, the the past year is unfortunately so well a. quaint- W e av< coming to that ‘age, fellow-citizen
1
with
over
has
hours so blend with tin* happy ones as to discordant sound of the drum and doleful
just passed
pi.*, aim all along when faith in man u o- ntialiy shaken, and by
he shove we see the wreck*, or statch vessels and
form a perfect whole
lie scarcely re- chant of the medicine man told of faithful
by we -hull be able to-ay, a: was said of
•tranded, waiting for some rise in the tide that
old, tliat an honest man i rarer >han gohi it soli.
members when, hungry. wet. and numbed wrestling for their safe return.
'hull limit them again. Everywhere disaster,
I need not say with those cause.- of disturbance-,
On oiir return we followed the h.-mti
to the hones, he rode over the lonely
pr fear of disaster, and hesitation. < oinmerce I have enumerated, that tie career of men who
to tin* body politic what the nerve system is
prairie is search of camp: but how vivid- ful valley of the Key a Take, under the t<» tieembark in commerce i one of great uncertainhodv—the sensitive part.
When
l liere i- much that i> illusory in their gain
ly lie recall' the gloiious chase, the speed shadow of the Turtle Hills beyond, and it fall- liimian
ty
into
convulsions
in
the
hodv
every organ
and prosperity. !t is reputed tliat about yfl to
of his straining horse, the hound of the camped, on the evening of the hottest
'Utiers: and commerce is s() interwoven with {Mi
per cent, of all tin* men who embark in busirunning doer anti the death shot of his day up had experienced, at its continence the life of the nation tliat when it suffer* paral- ness
I don’t know that
fail once in their live
with the Niobrara. All through the after- ysis even thing sympathizes. He that embarks
I rusty rifle.
failure is the worst thing that can befall a man,
At the noon bait, a lawn, startled from noon the muttering of distant thunder ami in it i- like one who sails upon a tropical ocean: but I
there are few occasions which
skies an* over him but tornadoes cause suppose
a litl'u;
ns hiding-place in the willow hushes, ran
glare along the horizon told ot a magnilicent
sutiering e.pial to that of a failure. Who
spring out of them. It all men wen* honest, knows what .struggles, in-piivd by pride, go on
After
the
Hie
storm.
tho
meal
through
coming
evening
camp closely pursued by
truthful, intelligent and generous, how easy
failure!- When -teh men go down J
dogs. An arrow -hot by an Indian passed we gathered in groups, but the pipe pass- would commercial life become! It is *.*itish- against
them as 1 would a
•dwav- feel incline i to paed
n<
The
of
its
usual
soundmirth
dullness and the want of moral Ion <• that mourner at a funeral. It is a brave
neck, and flitting its way into
silently.
through
thing to
make*
business
and
burdensome.
a
dangerous
see a mau who ha- goii* down ri-e again and
lodge, grazed tile cheek of a squaw were wanting. Not a breath of air stiravocation
has
it*
trials,
and
Every
peculiar
life:
but
if this
re-enter upon the conflict of
within. She rushed out in great haste, red, and a feeling of awe oppre-.se ! us all "Sell uc i*
-.ypt to think that it- own am >ha ]>- mav not he. then it i- a noble tiling t«• -ee who
but ceased scolding on being presented at the solemn stillness that hung over the
than
other*.
So
tin*
\v«*
feel
any
pum
yr
to-day is able to be poor, to >ce him wh<> ha-, been
with the sl.;in and intestines:
flu* arrow's vallev. Presently a few drops fell silently
vi*ry apt to feel more seven* than anything
the tallest content to walk amongst
used by tin Indians are about twenty and we separated to our several lodge-. w. ever had before. Bit the exaction* and amongst
the lowest without a inurmui or complaint.
anxieties
of
alvav
commerce,
severe, at time*
inches in length, and are furnished with A fierce' rushing wind, a torrent of driv
Look for a mono lit at what may be railed tie
luoimt up into degree* tha are seldom
e.xperiof life: not the vie ion.-. but the broktriangular iron points, tin* edges of which ing rain, and the storm was upon us. ctic.cd by any other profession in life. Having remnants
Flashes of forked lightning fired the camp long been observant of th life of tin* profes- en down. The wrecked clergyman, who passe'Within a certain range,
are very sharp.
from the |»uli»it to the agen- y. and down (<» stili
with lurid light, while peals of rattling sional man. the mechanical man. tin* laboring humbler means <>1 livin' if he be weak will
sav tliirtv wards, they are as effective as a
thunder scented to shake the very founda- man and of tin* commercial man, ! have ami.- speak ot what he ha- he. n, but if brave he will
bullet
Mardi and tile “little to think then* i* no ela** of ien. take one time be silent and contentedly wait to be brought i"
tions of the earth.
When a Sioux warrior is ready to take
with another, that sutler *o much, near *o
things in whi* !• h ha- lang!!' hi- p* owoman"
a squaw lie selects from
lay grovelling on tin ground, heav y burden*, an* rasped b\ anxieties so se- all those
that elergvmen :.
among the Indian
faith. My e\p: ri. nee
ple
a song to the align
elements.
ven*
and.
at
certain
>n
fer
crises,
such anguish, not
girl- the one that suits his fairy, and if moaning
always th-- -hr- w.l.'-t or lie mo-t liirifty -d
a* commercial men.
Tin*
of
sat
business
Thunder
intensity
stoically awaiting ithere is ru obstacle in H e way, lmys her Leaping
men, but there i- not a belter -et of fellows in
one cause.
If w < could but ntroduee a habit
et their coat
.tf and
the world it y ou can only
of tier fatier. paying the equivalent of his fate, equal to either tortune.
of slowness it might be otherwise: but from
1
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not?" inquired his friend in great ama:.
Eli
/a t ),lveete
Airs.
and
•'ll
nor for tin* neighborhood.
a
fierce
avenue,
at
with
thrown
then
heads
back,
To-dav the great
Alaspetli
the peace towards ! companies are organi/.. d, and some of them rneut. “Ill the tirst pin. e. ’■eturned Ml
gallop, their hoots clattering at, every gave bonds to keep that
Airs, t'avanagli, hold in their hands more votes if they choose to Brandytoddy, “I am s. .-ret at' to a tern
bound, turned into the hollow, and we Airs. ({anly. It seems
u"o them than the
people themselves, in the peranee society that is to meet to-day. and
closed in upon them. Panic stricken at several months ago, resolved to please her outlying cities or neighborhood.
Corporations 1 must show my t. mperanee ehnracter.
a
him
lather,
husband
the wild yells of the Indians, most of the childless
etui buy conventions, and as for Legislatures,
by making
;
herd huddled in on one another, while but she did not do it honestly. A\ ith the they are as venal as the market. [Laughter.] in the second place, this the anniversary
and out of respect
from twanging bow and rille sped death assistance of Airs, (lanlv she got a tomale Present company is of course excepted. [Laugh- ot my father's death,
and then ter.] But w here the blessed example of Puri- for him 1 have promi ed never to drink on
right and left. Hunters and hunted were infant from the county nursery,
tan ancestors does not restrain men, if the
this day. And in the third place 1 ha’•
The went through the pretence of giving it children of New
mixed in inexplicable confusion.
England wander a few States
Notwith- birth. Lately the child died, much to the away, buying a convention is as common as just taken something
dust enveloped us in a cloud.
was passionbuying a dinner. Every man is marked down
standing the excitement and close shoot- grief of Air. t'avanagli, who
he was weeping and bis price put over against him. I speak of
A Quaker gentleman, ridim
in a > nr
ing, hut one hunter was seriously injured. ately fond of it. While
1 do know—the old one’s prices are
what
with a fashionable ladv decked with
! Sly pony was badly cut in the neck over its remains Mrs. (ianly outraged his known because it is remembered what
it cost riage
and side, several others were cruelly feelings by telling him that he was an tin* year before to manage them— [laughter]— a profusion of jewelry, heard her complain
scarred, and one received an arrow in the “ould fool” to lie crying over another and the new men are speedily found out. I be- of the cold. Shivering in her lace bonnet
shoulder. The long upper lips, tongues, man’s child, and then told him of the lieve the most honest men are generally'pro- and shawl as light a- a cobweb, she ex
Then there were high fessional men. The cheapest and easiest men claimed, “What shall I do to get warm?
anil
cut from a dozen of the elks, whole deception.
in the Legislatures are the fanners; and
to
"I really don't know." replied the Quaker,
old times in the t'avanagli mansion, anil il isbuy
wore roasted on our hunting knives, and
w hat we might expect, because really men
of
the
the
hence
we ate as only men that have fasted for
appearance
C’avanagh*. an* not honest by internal impulse, for honesty, solemnly, “unless thee liouhl put on
like manners, come by practice. Men may wish another breast-pin
twenty-four hours can cat. The Indians I the (lanlys and the O’lveofes in court.

outward

con-

What elear Septembers fade out in a spark!
What rare th-tobers drop with every coal!
Within the*< eosth a-b> -. dumb and dark.
Are bid spring’- budding hope and summer’s
soul.
I'li'liiiv-, Jar lo\i*!i»*r. ^inoui»!**r in llu; lire:
Visions <>i friend* vlu> walked among ilie>e
trees
Whose pre-eiiii 1 ik«• 7In• five air could inspire
K winged life tiul boundk*— symp.athie-.
1 ]ye> with a glow like ilia, in the brown beech.
When sunset through it- autume be-nity
shines;
or the hiii(; gentian's look of —tl«*m -pect h.
To heaven appealing, as earth's light declines.
Voices and step* forever tied away
From the familiar glens, the haunted hill*
Mom pitiful and strange it i- p> stay
Without you in a work! your lo-t love ‘ill-.
Do you forget us. under Kden-trees.
Or in full sunshine on the hills of < p»d.
Win* mi>> you from the shadow ami tin breeze.
And tints and perfumes of the woodland sod?
Dear for your -akc the fireside when* we sit,
Watching these sad bright pictures conn1 and
go;

That warning wars are with your memory
1- now the lonely comfort that we know.

id,

parently suited to the word, while their
voices, musical and many toned, rise and
fall with the lights and shades of their
stories.
Old Giant, a brave once connected with Little Haven's famous band, warming with his theme, seized my rifle, and

taking

aim at an

imaginary

foe

glanced

the barrel with the expression of a
fiend: then, dropping the weapon, he
struck his right ti=t twice in quick succession into the hollow of his left hand,

along

his

snapped

linger, gave

a

heavy sigh,

and dropped his head upon tiis shoulder,
•‘llow! How!" uttered in tones of -uppressed excitement, and the nervous
tightening ot blankets, told of natures
strangelv -tiered by the eloquence of the
A- the twilight deepened, the
narrator.
lire without threw t- bright, light into the
lodge, bringing out in bold relict upon
the canvas covering the du-ky forms of
the warriors
The Niobrara, like the Missouri, i- remarkable lor it- rapid current, it- -hitting bed. and numerous sand-bar-. Fol-1
I
lowing on my trail was an old squaw
bearing a striking resemblance to Miss
Cushman as “made up" lot Meg-Merrilles. j
and mounted astride a huge pack fastened I
At
to a tall, raw-boned American hor-o.
the lording my pom so tore away the
hank of the channel that the horse of the
ancient maiden, in his struggles to gain a
foothold, burst the girt, anti his precious
h'. d was deposited in the stream. Such a
-p ashing, spluttering, and incoherent
chattering! The blurts fairly echoed the
shouts of the Indians, who keenly enjoyed
the old woman's discomfiture, and carefully refrained from lending her any assistance. With the aid of Trumbo 1 fished
her out, and landed her saielj in the mud
above, a drenched and furious woman.
I lie Indian method ol

limiting

the deer

and antelope seems to a looker-on, not
heated by the chase, cruel sport. But
.1 ■■MB—5—WM
food is the object of the Indian hunter,
and lie is wonderfully successful in .securA Hunt with the Yankton Sioux.
it.
Notwithstanding their great speed
Summer hunting with the l to Indians ing
and bottom, these animals seldom escape
in the parks of the Kooky Mountains havMounttheir
on the open prairie.
ing rendered distasteful the civilization ed inipursuers
their swift ponies, the Indians beof our fashionable resorts, and untitled me
come as it were a pack of hounds, that
for the quiet comfort of tin* farmhouse, 1
hi all directions they move,
run h\- sight.
packed my prairie costume and .-porting
searching the country with eyes that see
outfit and started for the West.
everything. On discovering deer no atReports received at Denver of my hunt- tempt i> made at concealment, blit witli
the
l
were nut
friends,
ies,
ing
encourag- bridle rein between their teeth, loading
ing. 1 decided, therefore. I" ascend the their guns or adjusting their arrows as
Mi.-souri, and join the Yankton Sioux of
they ride, tlie hunters bear down on the
Dakota.
doomed animals. Oil bound the deer, but
On reaching their reservation I
com-j Indians are In •lore them; they run to the
munieated to Major Oasman, the ellieient
j
—more Indians; to the left—still
tinted States Agent, my wish to aceom- ! right
The country which at first
Indians.
on
their annual hunt, j
pany the Indians
seemed open, narrows to a small circle.
and through his influence w as received as
The deer double on themselves. Hemmed
a gue.-t of the tribe.
in on ev ery side, there is no escape ; the
On the Joth of July three hundred and
bullet and the arrow do their work. All
twenty warrior- with their squaws and
their hunting, whether of man or beast,
children, their lodges and worldly pos- involves
It is
a system of surrounding.
sessions. fifteen hundred ponies, and sev
this method, thoroughly understood, anil
oral hundred dogs, prepared to cross tin*
where numbers will
Missouri. Thi> wa- no easy task. The invariably practised
allow, that renders the Indian so formidriver was wide, the current rapid and
able on the prairie. Although numbers
filled with eddies, the -and-bars numerare in at the death, there is no dispute as
As I sat. on
ous, and tin' bottom shifting.
to the distribution of the carcasses.
the bank watching tin* passage of t his little
'Hie meat generally goes to the hunters
army, l wished for some word artist to
for the rest are sure at
bring before the reader's eye tin1 almost that most desire it,
naked warriors.the busy chattering squaws, some future time to eat its equivalent
flic heart, liver, and
the frightened children, the struggling with tlie receivers
Frank parts of the throat, are often eaten raw
ponies and the yelping dogs.
J ini11bo. a herder on th reservation, and upon the spot, or taken back to camp for
the favorite child. After selecting a por1. being the only white men of the party,
were the last to leav<
With a hearty tion of the meat lor immediate use, the
•■(h*d -peed" from the Major and his remainder i- cut into slices and hung on
Thus prepared, it soon
family wc -topped info a canoe, and hold- poles to dry.
the scorching rays of the
ing our swimming ponies firmly by the shrivels under
Hit,and presents the appearance of leather
ears were soon clambering up the western
It is
covered by a thin coating of mould
bank of llu1 Missouri.
I In-squaws u ere preparing the e\ einng
musty to the taste, and by no means
meal, and from the stew-pots suspended satisfactory food e ven when boiled, for
the luifians never use salt, or condiments
over the blazing tires came a savory odor.
The warriors lay or sat in groups, smok- of any kind, in cooking. Their skill in
their ponies is won
ing ami passing the pipes, playing with riding and managing
to
their little ones, -m.I telling stories. The derlul. At a full rim they will drop
ilie animal's side and shoot an arrow from
wrestled
hall-grown boys
gocd-natnredly
with one another, and the young girl- under bis neck, or without in the least
rolled and tumbled in the tall grass, as slackening their pace, pick up a turtle
1’he prairie hens often
Tonies lying in the sand.
nterry as hildren of a lighter hue
of even size and color, and innumerable 111 low over the train, and it is no uncom’.glit to see an Indian use his lariat
dogs in idle onlentedness, mod around mon
\\ e were -non on the best ot terms with with sm*li precision a> to bring one to the
or throw his tomahawk with such
Leaping Thunder, onv host, a hold war- ground,
rior w hose record placed him high In the accuracy as to cleave in two an unfledged
< )uthe march
council id'the tribe, and his pretty squaw, chicken hiding in the grass.
whose unpronounceable name we changed many of tlie young braves occupy thetime
Securing a lariat about
to ‘-Little Woman." The table cloth (a breaking colts.
his lower jaw. they lash the poor brute
buffalo >kin with the hair next the ground)
into a run, occasionally jerking the rope
was spread, and invitation extended m TinFat and Poor Hull. I he chiefs in command, with sttcli v iolenee as to throw him upon
his nose. He rears and plunges, but the
to sup with us.
They came, and over
stewed beans andeotl’ee we vowed eternal Indian, although oiten drawn for rods,
looses his hold, nut at the first opfriendship. Several warriors joined the never
v
his back. 1 hi rushes
circle, and till n late hour, the pipe pass- portunity milts upon
like mad. No attempt is made
ing from mouth to mouth, they told with the pony
animated gest tires of their personal powess to check him. Suddenly he stops, his eyes
in the chase, and their
skill on the dilated, his nostrils quivering, and plac-

deadly

feet as neavtogether as possible jumps
path. Alter the departure of our ing
the air, coming down with limbs
guests we turned our tablecloth and rolled into
in for the night.
The camp was filled still', and so forcibly as almost to start the
Still, like
with strange sounds: 'lie medicine man blood from his rider's nose.
his tor"Old Man of tlie

war

drummed and sang a dismal chant; the
young braves roamed among the lodges
to
fascinated

rawing

lady loves; I he dogs,
single hark, joined in one
Hut in time all was still,

their

by

united chorus

a

Sea,"

Sinbad's
mentin'

keeps

his

place,

llolt

upright

stands the frightened animal, and the
Indian, sliding otV. by a quick and dexterThe
ous move throws him on his side.
work is done. Never, after such an ordeal,
does tlie pony give any trouble, except
perhaps at the first moment of starting.
Dogs in great numbers are found in
They are
every Indian encampment.

1 was with the dear ones at home.
From
Uv sunrise we were under way
the top ot the binds a beautiful and animated scene presented itself.
In three
lines moved the pack and travaiix animals,
surrounded jby squaws and children: far snarling. cowardly brutes, singly incapable
out upon the prairie rode curiously-paint- of mischief, but tlie bark of one will call
ed warriors gathering in scattered ponies : around a pack that, brave in numbers,
arc never regularly
boys wild with excitement, and as un- arc dangerous. They and
Starved to-day
gorged to-mortamed as the -.-oils to w hich like loaches fed
tln-\ clung wiibout saddle or bridle, dashed row. never caressed, but kicked and cuffed
hillu-r and thither pursued by barking at even turn, it i- a wonder that they retain any of the habits of domestic animals.
dog: dams shrilly neighing ran up and
'I'llc lieal in the lodge was insutterable.
down, and through the train, wholly unI lie canvas snapped as it" protesting against
mindful of the fell anathemas hurled after
What
them by the angry squaws compelled to the ellbrts of the sun to scorch it.
drop the lariat to let them pass; the sun air there was came impregnated with the
lighted up the scarlet blankets of a group smell of drying meat. I sauntered down
smoking on the hillside, and 'burnished to the river to bathe. While splashing
tin- tin armlets and ornamented belts of about in the shallow water 1 was startled
the Indian girls. The warriors refrained hv a mem laugh on the bank, and looking
from
hunting, but the young Inavcs up saw several Indian girls curiously exbrought dow n from time lo time rabbits, amining my clothing The situation did
skins, prairie hens, and curlew. 'The skunk not seem to strike them as peculiar, but
is considered a great delicacy, and from to me it was exceedingly embarrassing.
the number fastened to the waist- of the They showed no signs of leaving, so after
boys, the thought of an invitation lo a remaining in the water nearly half an hour,
"liict*
Mil with (lit* bt*>l
1
.mi*
great least grew unpleasant.
At tin' .Niobrara we were presented
and dre-sed myself, they looking on the
with the tirst venison of the hunt, and as while. Returning to cauip, 1 proposed to
an Indian seldom gives without expectTrumbo that we should tide a race with
ing something in return, we decided upon live braves, wagering a blanket and two
a
least. Whom to invite was the mo- cans of powder on the result.
The wager
mentous question.
In our dilemma we was accepted, and each selecting his
appealed to Leaping Thunder, who took favorite pony, rode back about a mile,
the
responsibility upon himself, and taking a position abreast of the others—
promised to secure the proper guests. —the Indians stripped to their breechInto the smw-pnt s went venison, beans, a clollis, and mounted bareback, with onh
rabbit. and prairie lien. The skin of the a noosed lariat for a bridle. Trumbo, relodge was raised and tied to sticks, tints moving Ins outer garments, appeared in a
extending the area protected from tin; costume almost as airy and I, performing
tlie same operation, stepped forth in red
sun, and at the back we spread a blanket
for The Fat and Poor Hull, and on either tlanuel underclothing. We started at a
side skins for llic braves.
When every- given signal, and for full a quarter of the
thing was ready Leaping Thunder pro- distance kept a lope, but suddenly each
< laimed
in a loud voice that wo were pony
bounded forward.
Veiling like
about to eat. ai d alter a moment's pause wildcats, we sped as arrows from a bow.
the names of those he wished to join us. The brave- lashed right and left, but
They came immediately, entering with a neither whip nor spur was needed for my
grave “How koda !" the latter word mean- little beauty
Straightened as a greying friend, the termer possessing almost hound, on tin run she moved with scarce
universal signilieanec, expressing delight, a motion, seeming not to touch the ground.
thanks, welcome,questioning, aflirmation, The shouts of the Indians before, the
While eating little was said, but screams of the squaws on either side, and
etc.
when the pipe began In circulate the the bark of the dogs in our rear, passed
“talk" became general.
\eek and neck we neared
One of Liu* chiefs all unheeded.
upbraided me for being without a lodge the goal. A huge cur sprang out,and the
of my own, and gravely proposed that 1 I pony at the right swerved
badly. Trumbo
should accept his daughter, and give my | reached /mmr lirst, and just behind lint
rifle in return, lie spoke earnestly of her with no daylight between us, an Indian
beauty, her capacity for labor, and the land I We held high carnival at the
belter position I should hold in the tribe I ••feast" that day, anil a white havclock
if possessed of a maiden beloved by his which 1 wore for the occasion
procured
people. I declined the offer in as choice me the Indian name of Wa-ha-pa Ska,
as
White
language
possible, at which my would- meaning
Cap.
lm-father-in-law grinned good-naturedly.
While in the Sand Hills an unsuccessful
The “talk” of the Indians among them- attempt was made by a war party of Teselves is always the same—anecdotes of tons lo stampede the horses, and capture
war and hunting—in which the
teller several Indian girls gathering plums in a
figures as tin* hero. Their-gestures are ravine near camp. They were driven oft,
graceful, their actions animated and ap- except from theelement's. A furious wind.
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A

tin l»;utgof Whig, (luted
.saturdav. gives the parXicu1"!t:Mi murder in that <}Uiet

'pat.li
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she tells a clear, straight-
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ing every shadow of
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over
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the murder of
-unabale I. and every effort
liy tin ofli.-ers to track the
without success.
lln- postA.iiiiiuation disclosed the fact
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Hail

1

thing :

e\ "la

-<-d

the best

v

opposed

■

-a.v-

he

if friend-

tlie

and
that

intimacy

beml the deceased. Imt
gator
d he t. wait tin arrival of
; in r
11" declared that lie never
t'.-t"* in his life.
■f iuteni)i"rate i ahits and
iuarrel-oiiie when in liiptor
in. time- threatened the life of
it"
and tin deceased
in hi'
't

n.

to

mi a fn,,k staineiI with Iilc>. id.
things might be and the man
at of thi« crime: but these
:• .a.' a
strong suspicion of

'e

...

■

session up

r<
g'.t. ;' it

'thing

of

tin- above,

!i ifi-luck

iiuportanee

was obtained from
Ihe t'oim adjourned to
after taking the personal
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■

tv

to

I

a!readv

tii—a— not

w

cx-

.."d
1

i.me’eial ha-

<

a

ilespateli

I I"-,lav.

"1

nai

giving the pillowing
partienlar—
mrdei
iinjile-t, still going
priiVialilv close t,i-night
i-i•

r’v

1

i'.iic-ses have been examin-i \ tr eight more, inelud-

v

•<

e

ti-tiui.-niy.
la- t"
point

flic
to

testimony

Kcilev

a-

-o

the

had tlie motive and oppor11:111.' ilie murder, llisaeeount
f 'lit- on Friday afternoon

.v!i'
■

time Martin \v as at his
"l
threats and various
tbit 1 v ciintradieted bv

from

city within the past

toxv rears, and had
been heard from.
Wry soon it was remembered that on
the night of .June 18. 1870, Mrs. .lames M.
koweii. a woman of about :lrtyears of age.
I hat

never

disappeared from l.ewiston, since xvhieh

of her friends have ever heard of
her. anil they have given her lip as dead.
The officers at the time made every effort
tind some trace ol her. but without success.
I'pon hearing of the finding of the
holdi n. the friends of Airs. Loxvoll immediately xpre-sed their belief that the mystery of her disappearanee had been solved ;
none
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'flic French Marshal liazainc, ^ whose
surrender of the impregnable frontier fortilieation of Metz did so much towards
humiliating France in the late, German
war, is having his trial at Versailles, charged with treason. The high military rank
of the accused, the favor he enjoyed with
the late emperor, and Ins possible con-

forward the

due.

4fc*-In sending money,

to which the paper is

The

Party

state
sent. Qjg

THE pos 1 <>FF1( F.

of the

Future,

important ijuestiou which it
thought the elections <>1 last week

The most
was

might settle, was whether or not the
democratic organization would be the one
around which the opposition to the present administration would rally.
All fell
that the dominant party had run its course,
and degenerated into a mere collection of

Letter from Boston.

Tlio murder mania stills prevails in
Maine, anil bloody handed crime continues
to startle alike the inhabitants in

the

dwellers^ on

cities,

the

demnation to death as a sacrifice to national vanity, will make this one of the most
celebrated of historical trials.
Like all
processes of tins nature the trial of the
unfortunate marshal may run for a long

person assassinated in Maine during the
nine and a half months of the
year 1878
How many of these lives have been

is estimated that it will
longer than two months. A
change of government would hardly relieve him from his perilous position, for

time, though

it

last

not

he i-

regarded

as

the cause oi the misfor-

tunes of the war In

nearly

all

parties but

the unpopular lkmapartisl-. who con do
little to serve him.
The French choose to attribute their defeats not to the superiority of the German

armies, lint to treason on the part of
general. National vanity might have

readily
display
in the

a
as

selected other victims who did not
any more ability and generalship
For

w ar.

example

N'ar-ha! M’Ma-

are

sums

Murder.

lonely islands of the
sea, and the quiet residents of rural towns.
This week we chronicle the
finding of the
remains of a woman near Lewiston, whose
death by violence is almost certain, and
the murder of a young man in Iloulton.
ibis last makes, we think, the eleventh

requested to take notice ot the lion, who i- now at the head of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance, | French government, w as charged with the
15 May 74, means that tlu* subscription is paid to that
commission of grosser military errors than
date. When a new payment is made, tlu* date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE I those of liazainc. who did not
surrender
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DAI ES ARE j
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are r; .pie-ted t• > until a scarcity of provisions made a deSubscribers

fense of Metz no longer possible. But
the veteran Bazainc is peculiarly tilted in
the eyes of his countrymen |br this sacrifice. lie was much attached to the late

sacrificed to the foolishly lax laws and
worse than mistaken tenderness toward
convicted murderers cannot perhaps be exactly computed; hut that the thirst for
blood is becoming
daily more hold in its
gratification and more sure in its immunity, is certain. Eleven murders in less
than one year in a State that boasts of the
intelligence and morality ot its population,
and ol its
severity towards criminals!
What a record!
The tact is that the criminal law of
Maine in several particulars is
rendering
thf State ridiculous.
Our law

making

assuming that the sale and use of
intoxicating liquor are almost the only

power,

of

soirees

crime, have exacted and in

put in force

law to suppress the
theory
trullic l\v.the severest penalties, llut it is
mere harmless thunder.
We all know
tint in fact our towns and cities abound in
liquor shops, and that in every community
is one authorized by the State itself. I’raca

t[tally dram drinking is as free as water.
ol the pretended protection thrown
under many obligations of gratitude. It was known that around the life of the citizen. A law on
lie was indignant at the overthrow ol the the statute books makes the crime of murempire which he had long supported, and der punishable with death, ltut another
it was charged at once that lie hastened to law makes of the Governor and that little
surrender Metz in order to humiliate the knot of rewarded town and county politirepublic, flic grounds on which these cians called the Executive Council, a reemperor to

w

hom he

w as

I

circus perform, a.
That evening, koxvell took his
wilt to ride, anil she was never seen afterward-.
Their landlady, the next
morning
asked How el! where his wife xvas, and he
replk-d that he brought, her back the night
before, and il she was missing “she must
have gone off to Portland with that circus
fellow
Afterwards certain letters were
thrown into the vard of a Air.-. .Murray, a
friend of the Hoxvells, purporting to have
been written by Airs. I.oxvcll, intimating
her intention to commit suicide. blit
upon
comparing the handwriting w ith that of
the missing woman they proved to bear
no resemblance
Air. Lowell afterwards married again,
bit! the woman does not livexvithhim.beimr now at work in Lewiston. Sometime
since lie went away, and a few months ago
a AllHurt hi received a letter from him
slating that In- had a letter from Lizzie,
(Ids wife) and she wanted to come and
live with him again, but he adds that he
had w ritten her that she shouldn’t come
and he shouldn't think -he would expect
him lo come after he had treated her so.
several women remembered the clothing Air- L ixvell wore the dav she disappeared, and it seems that their description
corresponds xactly with that found xvith
the skeleton.
Phi-, cireuin-'.antial evidence at once
caused inquiries to be made as to Loxvell's
present whereabouts. It xvas finally ascortained that lie xvn~ at xvork in Loxve.ll,
Ala--., and ollieer Wiggin proceeded to
that city and arrested him. Lowell refused
to leave tile stale. but City .Marshal Richard-on at once obtained a requisition from
the Coxvrnor and the prisoner has been
brought to Lewiston. A preliminary examination xrill probably lie bad soon, and
a

fair

been such that already it is announced that
taxation must be increased to meet it. Administration interference in State affairs
lias been pushed to such a scandalous extent even in Massachusetts as to

produce

alarm for the reserved rights ol the States.
The back pay sw indle, which the signature
of the President made both an administration and party measure, lias shaken the
last remaining vestige of confidence with
the people. A year ago we w ere gravely
told that democratic success would

beget

panic that would destroy individual and
.national credit—and to-day we behold the
Cooks, the Clews, and all the petted
monied favorites of the administration
with bankruptcy written on their closed
a

democracy
by delegates selected

council
from the
wisest and best of the party, all eyes were
turned to the action of that great State.
Will Ohio palter in principle and falter in

plain

——————

Hesse!.

-ati-faetion that the defeat of French arms
was not due to the
superiority of Germany

in power or resource-, but to the treason
of a general, w ho preferred
dynasty to

Our readers will be
Hon. S. s. ( Ox is to be

of

the Journal.

Municipal matters still remain in an unsettled condition. The ordinance establishing a fire commission passed the aldcimen last week and had its second
reading
in the council, but failed to reach its final
motion to suspend the rules.
No doubt is entertained that the measure
will be acted upon
affirmatively at the
meeting this week, but there is a

reading

on

a

While this trial
is felt

anxiety

is

proceeding, great

throughout

France

concern-

ing the future of the government.
l’rcsitlency of MeJIahon is conceded

The
to

>•■

princes
family

of the

Orleans brandies of the

agreement, il is believed, to
labor for lhe restoration of monarchy in
his person, are active and persistent.
It
is believed that a majority has been set nred
in the National Assembly to favor Ibis
scheme. The National Assembly will be
an

accept-

ing the nomination, Mr. Cox made some
remarks in his usual happy style, from
which we make the following extract—
In (lie embittered condition of our city politic- the selection of one so aloof from its influences and ignorant of its designs as myself is a

beyond expression delightful to mv
heart. I promise, if elected, to give nicer heed
and more studious vigilance to the business interests of till-, metropolis.
1 have not been unmindful of them in the past, but while a democrat unflinching, I can dedicate myself with renewed zeal and greater labor to those duties
which concern this gateway of the nation.
oinpliiie

nt

How vast these interests are. a glance at our
imports and exports, our inland trade and our
increasing and varied industries attests. If 1
go to Congress again 1 will pursue the same
tenet of my political faith, bounties for all or
No politfeal legislation for favorites,
none.
either by grab or by law, in one shape or another, hv salary or by bonds, by lands or syndicates; no gratuity for one man, or one firm, or
one elass, not enjoyable by all.

Tile steamer ITIysx > lias been
from the Yinalhaven route.
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Charlestown's malcontents in ihe an- court, in comments upon a trial pen,line bet
a jury.
nexation matter have about given over
1 A-lVesident dohli.-nn a
r, | before
X
their intended contest of the legaliu of Ian- Public recently ami ppen
made atlidavil l.»
the vote uniting their oily with Boston, ‘‘laitii lor $73,000 against the Fir-t Naiimrd
1'auk of Washington.
and will submit to their fate as graciously
About a tort night since a barn owned 1>\
as their
Daniil llagerty of North Surry, ■•••maining
feelings will permit.
about
forty ton-of ha wa-hurned. Siippo,-,d
Newton, which has voted lo herself all to be the
work of an lueendian
the pomp and circumstance pertaining to
I he ( mint of Pari-, ilie inline Kin m Franc,
a city, will doubtless cede lo Boston that
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Chestnut-Hill Ilosen oir, and Brookline
will be asked for a slice of her domain
sufficient to unite Brighton, now \\ ard lb,
with the city proper.
These questions
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i'll"

v

come before the
The Portland, Saco, and Port-mouth. .Maim.
Legislature this winter, but the inevitable annexation of both Central, and Ea-tern Uailroad- are buildim. an
immense
.-lied on the made land n o
Brookline and Newton in tle-ir entirety liailroad treighl
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Judge Dickerson presides, Mrs. Nash
made her first, appearance as counsel in a
points jury case. Her opening address is well
The
ot.

of which arc worth reproducing.
main one i~ this, that the currency

in

which Hie hanks

to

arc

by law required

their reserves, and which is the legal
is a lived quantity,
ll cannot be
increased by importations from abroad, as

keep

tender,
gold

The town of

lias recovered
ft'JT.Ni' against Swanville. in a suit for the
maintainanee of Win. Hurd, a pauper.
The

ease was

Burlington

tried

at

Bangor.

coin can, so that as the demands of

the country for currency to transact its
business increase, as they do year by year,
not only do prices decline, including that
of gold, but the reserves of the banks become harder to keep up.
Consequently,
so

spoken

long

as

the volume of

tenders reeach fall harder

legal

mains the same, we are
pressed for money “to move the crops:"
and the minute the pressure begins to
make itself felt

tile banks they are
forced to diminish their accommodations
instead of increasing it, in order to keep
up their reserves, whieli they cannot replenish by drawing on other countries for
gold.a- the Hank of England does, and
which, if they could afford to keep gold as
on

Judge Hanforth lias denied the application for an injunction against the railroad
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College llips,

—The hotel cook in Port land who drank
vermin poison l>\ mistake for whiskey,
lias gone where

bedbugs
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The storm was very severe in New York
and Pennsylvania, blowing down buildings
and creating Hoods. In New York oily
South and West streets

were

Hooded.
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over-communicative man. for lie may lie
unerringly set down as being fool or

dow !

he he

city should

he

—
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The democrats of the third Massachusetts
Congressional district have nominated Col.

will not be

insanity.

the

—-Sir Edwin

a

dog that

lie should do this

thing

?”

Ilis

most celebrated picture is entitled “A Distinguished member of the Humane So-

Charles G. Greene, the popular editor of
the Boston I’ost. to he supported for Congress at the Xoevmber election.

ciety,’' representing a Newfoundland dog
dragging ashore a drowning child.

Since the above was in type, Col. Greene
has written a letter declining the nomina-

city telegraphed

—An enthusiastic democrat in another
to us last week saying—
throw up your cap. Old Bill
Alien is elected Governor of Ohio.” The
telegraph folks changed the reading to

“You

can

of Fisk is

“You

can

having been obtained with great difficulty.
Some new and very damaging testimony

so

tion.
The third trial of Stokes lor the murder
proceeding in New York, a jury

again-'! Stokes has been

brought

out

numerous

railroad lines

centering

at

Landseer, celebrated as a that great entrepot but one was constructpainter of animals, and especially of dogs, ed upon home capital. Chicago, al ter all.
It was to him that Sidney Smith
is dead.
made the witty reply,when Landseer asked
that he sit for his portrait—“Is thy servant

throw up your cat."

It wasn’t

bad, though, for the Buckeye demo-

crats had come to the scratch, and made
the fur

fly.
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is but an overgrown suburb of New York
and Boston.
A new weekly sheet called "The Lunatic” made its appearance on Saturday,
upon yellow paper, and of about
one-third the size the Republican Journal.
The editors have adopted the personalliability system of the French press, each

printed

A .Jacksonville. Florida, paper of late
date, gives the following account <u the
narrow escape of soli. Dinne, commanded
by (‘apt. Siuiund A. Duieh, "f t h: > i \
At s nVI'ick on Momlay evening.! In- --lit.- >ii.t

Dione. S. A. Duteli, .Master, in kill.r- (i mu
Boston for thi- itort. when nr.ir tin nil r l*ii•»v
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of the St. John- liar, was nvrruikrn !
Hr
storm which raged during tli«• night.
mire hovr to. and was ilrivm down ti,. hm-i
with onI\ four fathoms of water until hr rrarli• •<1
St. Augustine Inlet, when In uiadr imm
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During the gale of Alondav. a coast
survey steamer and a coasting schooner
Steamer Lewiwent ashore at Capline.
ton made a harbor there.
—

'file (irand Lodge of («ood 'femplars is
in session at Rockland. 'fliere are present
(low Ferliam, lion. .Joshua Xye, and oilier
eminent discouragers of cakes and ale.
A
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Vessel
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I.
I’m >vii)F.N( T., JL J., ()el.
The schooner Ida S. Burgess of Belfast,
Me., from Savannah, arrived below l t
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A eanva- of the property owners from the depot tot 'arter A t’of- shipyard shows tliat every
olle. Witil a -illgk exception, accedes to tile
terms of extension.
That exeeption i< \V 1*.

llarriman, who lias recently become possessed
of a strip of land adjoining the llnradcu wharf.
We visile.! a lew daw ayo the resident
which l»a id I'ieree lias within a few years
built, near The old homestead over Primrose
Mill. Till' turn C, situated Well hack frot 11 tile
street and approached hy a sle'll road, occupies
the e|e-i of the hill that -lopes to tile huibof.
It is beautifully designed, finished and furnishincut-. Four acres
ed, with all modem nnpi
hind lying mostly iij -n. Mu- slope, are devoted to gardenim: and orcharding. Three hundred young pear trees and seventy-live apple
trees show flu- expectations of the proprietor
one of the apple trees is a
hi the fruit line,
mammoth old -ei Her, and bore this year seven
barrels ot fruit. Some line and prolific grape
of

vim— occupy a sunny spot. Mr Pima* has the
tin* -I grapery in this vicinity—a building made
wholly of glazed -a-lies, «»*J b\ 22 feet on the
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southeast of the Si. John- Bar. lie returned to
tin Bar at noon on Tuesday, and wa- lowed up
to the city > esierday.
Thr v r-srl sustained iIr
lo>— of fore-gall, jib, ami had her .-ail- -|»li!.
The (’aptHin i- deserv ing of the greatest nvdit
for his determined and siieeessful eil'orl to -ave
the vessel, having spent the night on his knrrs.
unable to stand, with had in hi- harnl-. prepared, I r tlir water grow less. io run lie* \r--ri
jiead on to the brat h. by vvldeli im an- hr rould
doubtless have been able to save lie lives <J
liis crew, and wife, who was also on board,
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brig oil 'fur-day afternoon, with lbivma-i In ad
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ami jibboom gone; lie tendered
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time years ago, it was situated hear the centre
of the pond for a long time, and at other- it ba-:
e
ilout cd hither and thither. Tee
able -ize are growing upon it.

look upon every
stranger as a thief, nor is it desirable; but
it is well to look upon him as one who
mmj turn out to be a thief, and therefore

us

State
that the Beptiblicans have
ticket with the exception of Governor. Official
returns have been received from only thirty-six
counties.
Cincinnati, Oct. 20. The official vote for
Governor in Hamilton county shows that 37,127
votes were east. Noyes received 10,021, Allen
10,74s, and Collins 4322. Allen's majority over
Noyes is 733.
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snow.

indies of

fallen.

obliged to

II
knave, and dangerous in either ease
only a I’ool, his hxpneitv may prov e
The Wat,ovville Mail is happy about contagious, and very soon two fools will
the excavations which have begun for the he talking instead of one. And rememIt event suggests that ber that honest men do not transact finannew cotton factory.
very low. the seeds of a panic arc at once an Indian skeleton
cial business with a chance aeipiaintanee,
may lie found.
sown. Then; arc two ways out of the dilliami if you suffer yourself so to do, then
—Warden Bice states that there i> no coin iot
enlly—one to keep inflating the currency in the stale Prison who has ever been a clergyyou can safely put yourself down as disfront year to year until il would all disap- man. [Bangor Whig.
And it is pretty certain that no clergy- honest or lacking sense, in either of which
pear in a grand crash in the nature of naevents you will receive little pit\ if you
man in the State lias ever been a convict
tional bankruptcy, and the other to get
—so there are no odious comparisons to lie
get duped.
what additions to it We need to enable
Financial affairs still wear a gloomv
made.
to carry on our business, by bringing into
look,
though a "better feeling’’ isthedailv
—While Belfast lias hesitated and deuse once more the currency of Hie civilized
No absolute failures are reported
report.
bated about a water supply, and meantime
world—gold and silver.
but I hear of three extensions asked for,
nearly burned lip, the town of ( 'berryfield
in the real-estate, manufachas brought water from a spring a mile respectively
The Ohio Election.
turing and mercantile lines, hut each party
distant to supply the village.
< >ur despatches of last week are more
is said to be possessed of abundant assets,
We are indebted to Stanley T. Pullen,
than confirmed. The democrats have seand will, it is reasonable to hope, come
cured the Ohio Legislature and consequent- Esq., Secretary of Board of Trustees of out all
right,
the Normal Schools of Maine, for a copy
ly the next U. S. Senator. They have also
And by the way, did it. ever occur to
the
the
institutions.
by-laws regulating
elected lion. William Allen Governor.
you how dependent linaneially the West is
—The trial of Gordon, charged with
The following despatch gives the news—
I am told that, in
upon the older States ?
Oor.rMm s, O., Oct. 19. Both pamtks the Thorndike murders, will not probably
that
now eoNCKio-: Till-: ei.iA iioN ok Hon. Wii.thriving city which lets
take place until about the third week ot Chicago,
i.iam Ai.i.kn (Democrat) liY 1SKTVVKKX (>00
in population in twoyears,
100,000
grown
Some few Democrats the present term.
an i» 700 M.v.loKlTY.
W. II. McLellan, Esq.,
the East holds property to the amount of
still hope to figure out the election Burns as
defend the accused, and the defence
will
is
little
hut
there
doubt
Lieutenant-Governor,
sixty-nine millions of dollars, and that of
elected the

forbidden by the usury
laws tool itain by raising the rate of interest,
as the Hank of England does.
If, on the
other hand, the reserves are allowed to fall
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A lobster supposed to be more than a hundred years old was brought up in a net in
Plymouth Sound. England, last dune, h wamoi, than three feet in length, weighed tifb < n
pouml-, and w as covered w ith barnacles.
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probability that a few alterations will be
made by the popular branch, insignificant
in character, yet sufficient to send the bill
back to the aldermen, and thus further delay the establishment of the new lire board.
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He was last week nominated to fill the
his country. Considering that all parties
vacancy in the sixth New York district
are interested in
upholding this view of occasioned by the deatli of Hon. James
the ease it must lie confessed that the situBrooks, and as an election is sure, the
ation ot Bazainc is extremely critical. He
country and the democracy will again
will be by no means the first to fall be- have the services of this
brilliant gentleneath popular vanity and vengeance un- man iu the national
In

1ml temporary and the hopes of a llottaparie restoration which his selection was
once
thought to countenance will lie of no
shutters, and the national treasury itself
avail. The country to-day looks toward
with
a terrible
burden
a
and
struggling
fearful problem.
■■The keepers of the a monarchy, despite the endeavors of the
republicans The partisans of (.'unite de
house tremble.'1
who has formed with the
When the
of Ohio nu t in t'hambord,

opportunity given the prisoner to exWe all
the mystery, if he can, and relieve, determination ? was the question.
himself from the grave suspicions resting remember the thrill which passed over the
upon hint, -hould they prove to be unfound- land, and pervaded every democratic
ed in fact
bosom when it was seen that a platform
was presented constructed of good sound
I ni
I)i:atii m ( act. IIai.i..
All the
and
l'okiri- witnesses repel the intimation that democratic oak, clamped, braced
<
apt. Hall died other than a natural death. bolted- a platform as strong as a massive
The charge- <d‘ poisoning that have been arch, and firm as the everlasting hills. I;
made, appear to lie, directed especially to- talked
out, and called things by their right
ward- Dr.
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charges rot have never appeared satisfac- visory or appellate tribunal with power to
tory. it is not likely that the tfial will nullity the law and the proceedings tinproduce any more revelation-on he -ob- der it of the Supreme Court. These things
every
But are making, as we said, our State ridicu- llenriqtiis, on Friday afternoon of la-t
made against the party and administration ject than those which already exisi.
week, caused profound sorrow and astoncourts
often
to
make
manage
up lous for its terrible but harmless threats
in the late presidential canvass liu-. been military
their verdicts without the aid of much law towards criminals: and a locality to lie ishment among his many friends and acmore than verified.
The Credit Mobilier
or evidence.
Part sail considerations will slimmed because ol the shocking insecuri- quaintances, as he was a gentleman highscandal, probed to its core, was reeking
esteemed for his many estimable qualibe more likely to decide tlii- issue than
ty of hitman life in its borders. It is quite ly
with official rottenness. Defalcations and
facts of treason which can lie proved time that murderers were taught that ties, and one whose cheerful and happy
any
stealings by office holders have stretched
General Bazainc.
From his con- there is a law and a penalty to stop their disposition would seem to preclude the
out beyond all previous conception.
The against
possibility of his ending his own life. The
viction national vanity would derive the work.
extravagant outlay in all departments lias
deceased was a native of the Azores, and

The following stateii
names.
Neither was there any search
meat hears directly on this charge:
■■When Hall returned from the sledge after a milk and water candidate, or any
lighter and other witnesses.
1 v fp k. and till ii id 'tains on expedition. Bessel was in the observatory. expert balancer on the dividing line beCping room he does not Aio yards from the i’olaris. He ran down tween parties. They headed the* State
and shook hands with Hall and his party
.1:1 f..
ticket with the name of William Allen,
•i■ test daughter arrived and returned to his work in the observad manifested great grief.
tory Hail and party entered the vessel, who in his youth was a supporter of AnMr".:
viaburied vesterdav and all partook ol coffee, which was not drew Jackson, and ever since an uncom■m
funeral tin- mother -cut for made especially lor them, but was taken
promising democrat.
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and show i'il much feeling
iimncdialeh attacked with vomiting. He A. G. Thurman to the United States Senate.
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tv
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"tter dated Saturday
This is a victory won not by strategy and
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ogi O'd for not keeping an tion
heranee to principle.
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H.I'toek. and 'aid the tampered with the eolfee that Hall drank
The question which we asked at tinwithout ail'ci ling that used by all the rest
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am -i a- was said, and
vv i- fal«ih alluded to a ol llie party, and none of the others suf- outset of this article, is answered by these
fered from drinking it.
It seems equally events. The
1 the vv riter's friends
logic is irresistible. Away
she Hatly denied clear that it could not have been poisoned
rape
with the nonsense about the contamination
at
all.
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revived from the state
it Ten
ecu such a letter.
of a democratic ballot to a former repubol insensibility it was found that his left
a ii dav saturdav and nowas
"d to -ee her.
Ii turns side
paralyzed. This fact is consider- lican. Is it any worse than the contaminaawritten bv other ed in itself an absolute refutation of the tion of a party whose presidential head
charges of poisoning. The symptoms and signs the salary bill, giving himself a
v
'll
in],.' ii v I'm Kcilev s medh al treatment have been submitted
i-lained a must rigid to the most eminent men of the country, hundred thousand dollars additional pay?
lh : "-uhfulin— and candor. and by them have been unhesitatingly pro- Does it stick closer than the shame of
-e
■t
ng
f importance ex- nounced to have been due to natural
corrupt practices and open frauds ?
: anc-d
.I,-well who met causes, and the treatment employed by
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party. A dozen years out of power,
under
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Friday, and who
Dr. Hammond says that the corruptionists that clung to it have
in -tr. ,1. and in about cumstances
up
lie- in -ied the
pi>rl ,f a ))istol the paralysis and death were undoubt- gone where corruption and plunder were
,dv wa-found.
Kcilev edly caused by an > ffusion of the blood in
to be had.
In all these years it has had no
the brain.
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big my pistol.
force of coherence except principle. HavI In- Congro-.-nl Woman, in session in
Traced} at Cornell University.
ing waited so long without despair, it can
New York, lias thus far in its deliberations
wait longer if need be. The country will
M
] ,.ggmt. the voting man
witnc-si ,1 a dis)ilay of eloquence combined
whiie being initiated into
witii good sense rarely surpassed by more call it tu power sooner or later, when disin- Kappa Aljiha Society
bodies. Tlie assembly is de- ordered finances, greed in high places,
-t tale a
•!' < '< • rueIII uiversi- pretentious
S' i'i ied
as an
unparalleled union ol' the favoritism and fraud can no longer be
\ 1
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» i- the
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womanly liiree of this country, and not borne.
nt
tlie
I'nited
Leggett
alone of this country, for letters from phil]t appears that a
acthcopie women of Europe are fibres of
it tivelve students met at
The Rockland Gazette criticizes our
the Congress with the
tin smith bank of Si\ sympathy uniting
foremost women abroad.
The earnest, portrait of Miss Mank, and also the report
I:: tin party were
XV.
clear-cut eloquence of Mrs. Bris- of the impanelling of the jury. We should
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l.ee. lii-nry Xorthup and glowing,
who made the first speech of Thurs- like it much better if the Gazette had itself
•s
.e-ides young Leggett: tol,
session, was equal to the extemtin whole party are not day's
made an attempt in either direction, beof Wendell Phillips.
the testimony taken at poraneous eloquence
F:•••!•
Her discourse on Enlightened Motherhood cause strictures upon that which the critic
:• -1
it appear- St urges
called out some brilliant and airy discus- cannot even attempt, never amount to
V
el left Lee. Wason and
up
sion, in which Mrs. Stanton and Mrs. much. We notice, however, that our
near
the
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of
the
nding
t base, of Rhode island, were the
principal
wliieh the creek runs, the
in a review of the trial,
participants. The interesting paper on cotemporary,
li aviug his eves blindfoldthe
reform in women's dress, by the Rev. brings a new and extraordinary charge
"I for a moivient on the
u•
Celia Burleigh, attracted considerable at- against the murdered man. It says that
Lank, when a rustling of
tit.
tention also.
She thought the ballot would
The prisoner's conduct when and after she
and
and
nl.
Xortlia a- hSturges
do little for woman unless she could be was found, on the night of the murder, had the
found
that
the
three
ruing around
emancipated from the tyranny of clothes. appearance of the natural terror and nervous
disappeared. Hearing groans, they '1 lie present style of dress is a challenge to excitement whieli might he occasioned by a
iv t.Mik means to reach tlie bot- man's
lower propensities. Humanity, not sudden assault upon the man who had occupied
her room by a third person.
g.,i ge. and in doing tiii- they
is iingender,
tiling to be emphasized.
\\ 11 1 int and F. If I li-eoek. lellow
This is a new version of the affair.
Woman was intended
But
biped.
being
I i■ whole party proceeded to
her trailing, swinging drapery Still, if the doctor did occupy her room by
obliged
by
'i tin- ravine, and there were
in
to use- her bands to aid locomotion in
going a third person, he is responsible for all that
an abrupt bank, about fifty feet
up stairs and through narrow passages, his
and
Lee
close
proxy did, for the legal maxim would
lying
i,.p Leggett
siie becomes through her clothes quadruped.
\t
--on being about eight feet
“What one does by another, lie
a*
Over to the W oodhull wing of the woman apply:
V carriage was procured, in
i
himself.”
Still as the man is dead,
does
Mrs.
W'ilbour, President of the
U aand l.ee were placed with party
Sorosis. threw the first disapproving dart the charge had better have been withheld.
’.rouble: lint it was necessary to
that has been cast by the Congress. .Site
guti from a neighboring fence
as strongly as could lie
It was found that designated persons
The editor of the t’anulen Herald has
la g gett on
without mentioning names, and was deafter falling over tlie precipice
cided and withering in her disapprobation. recently visited Belfast, and is much
el struck on his head, fraeturpleased with the recuperative energy
iu -hull, breaking the lames of the
shown since the lire. The Herald says—
was stirred up
Saco
ai d partly
the
lie
neck,
Thursday
night
by
dislocating
! about halt an hour alter the fall, reports of an attempt on the part of a
Belfast has a plucky and energetic population
are noteasily disheartened or discouraged.
’ll-' m-i i"U- and
constantly moan- woman to smother her illegitimate child. who
k I
lb nftl" "Taki it off! Take The. woman is a servant in a family in We hope another season will see 1 lie burnt district covered with new and better buildings
retel ing, it i- -uppo.-ed, to the that city, and on Thursday evening stowed than before the tire.
ft''
Wason had his the little waif away among some clothing
dags* over lii- eyes.
.r-lii itii broken, and wa- -lightly bruis- m the attic and attempted to go about her
—The new sell. Hattie A. Fuller, built
Lee had his thigh se- work as usual. The gentleman of the
1 a ...lit tin body.
at Tennants Harbor
by Bean & Long,
-i A
t.niiseil. and. it is feared, suffered house and the girl heard the child cry and
ml illiui'ii■- The iinpiesi will be eon- she started up stairs. .She told her em- made the run from New York to C'harlesTie,.,] as soon a- \\ a son anil Lee are well ployer the child was dead and begged S. C. in 7b' hours.
him not to expose her. The City Marshal
iv nigh to testify.
—It costs $1311 a head to convert the
was called and an
investigation 'showed
the child to be still alive, hill not likely to heathen now, if the banks can he prevailed
\e--i*l- ut all Kind-, repre-filling
survive
a.ateoe lii- ii tiiiill at Bath this year.
ii)>nn lo cash the check.
1
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mysteriously disappeared

hi- xvili- in eoitvd'sation with

■

_■

had

More

and that lie treated her brut-ally. Sunday
afternoon, June 18, 1870, they had a quar- office seekers and plunder grabbers. It is
rel. arising from the husband discovering
remarkable to reflect how
change

'•iet'*l was killed by a bullet
at'*d the forehead and escaped
,ov
ti c left ear.
•weniv wi'ness,
were sunilMioiied
-h saturdav afternoon the
■! e
In gun i" take
testimony.
"ie'
the jury the K< iiy
....i■
very simple, straight-forward
v
ig i11 present that 'he was
illle eoimnitted.
Sljo
mg tin- evening she di'He
-t'd low ai d- tile bank of the
vv
;;
no one in that direct ion :
'••• -w
u d- VV el.l
the “-hew"

a

son

and that she had been brutally murdered
In lu-r husband.
A reporter for the Lew iston Journal,
when this fact came to his knowledge, interxit'xved several of Airs. Lowell’s friends,
and published the result of his investigation, from which it appears that Mr. and
All's. Howell did not live happily together

1 here i- a deep my -ten
tin- matter, lull public sentim liu-t Keily

r

discovery ol a headless skeleton
l.ewiston naturally created a decided

wit
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Stirring Events in Franco.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2:’>, 187;’,.
The place where
sensation in that city
the remains were found, is a few rods from PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
—nvthe highway, in a clump of small pine trees.
The remains were covered with a black
WILLIAM
H. SIMPSON.
silk dress, partially decomposed.
There
wa> no llesh on the I times, and the skull
EDITOR AND I’ROPRIE I'OR.
could mu be found. The skeleton was
Sn;.>nm*Tii)N Tui.ms. In advance jjcj.on u \»-ar;
at the expiration of the vear.
quite tall. The bones ofthe feet were con- within the vear,
ijvt.UO.
tained in lady's serge slices—the
uppers
Advertising Terms, for one square, (one inch
for three weeks, and J.»
nearly decomposed. In their present con- of length in column,)
dition the shoes do not seem larger than cents for each Mibscquent insertion. A fraction of a
No
it is supposed the body must have square charged as a full one.
lain in the spot lor quite a period. When
C©-S. M. Pktengii.e & Co., G State St., Boston,
discovered the remains were covered with and :57 Park Row New' York, are our authorized
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
Agents
•small limbs and the cones of tbc
pines. ad\ ertiscinents.
There was no lie.shy matter about the skelXiir'S. R. Nii.es, No. G Tremont Street, Boston, is
I lie boots were laced and the heels
eton.
agent for the publisher of this paper, and hi< receipts
high and but little worn. l>r. Wiggin who and orders are always recognized.
^•Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row. New
examined the skeleton, expresses the opin;it
York, will receive advertisements for this
ion that the woman must have been
1-8 tin* lowest rates. Their orders will receivepaper.
prompt
feet tall,
flic woman must have been attention.
^Horace Dodd. 1H Washington St.. Boston,
well-dressed, as -ilk lace about two inches
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
w ide was quite profuselv used in trimming
the sleeves, around the w rist and extendAdministrators, Exhgttors and <ii ardians
their advertisements published in ih< Jour
ing over the shoulders to back and waist. desiring
nal
will please so state to the Court.
Head trimming seemed also to have been
u-cd. The buttons w ere an inch and threeSUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address ol
eights in diameter, covered with a network papers changed, must
state the Post OHice to which
of silk, with an oval center.
tlu* paper has been sent as well as tlu* mu* to which
The new s of this disc-ox cry at once caused it is to go.
inquiries to be made as to whether any perBates & Loi re, :14 Park Row, New York,
near

thrown into a stale of
e\riteinent early this morning as
•"
spread from month t" month
■' W
Martin, a young man ahout lb
Ol .lames Martin of this
a
had ’.. on found
upon the hank of
'■'.am, shot
through the head. A
r,,wd s. .11 collected upon tile spot,
th.ee' v, a summoned, and steps taken
tii.d
in perpetrator oi this fold
Ilirder
11.'.' Asa Uavis was soon on the
.,
I summoned a jury of inijuest.
!'• i
f tiie deceased wa~ found lying
the face which was partly covered
l'io.,.1
fraces of blood upon the
col and various parts of his
clothing,
■tin" v, ith two bullet holes in his head
at.d I..., plainly that he had been
deait with.
I In- bodv bore un‘kabie e\ idenecs of having been
jdaeed
n
position in which i1 wa- found
^ ,'img Marlin ha~ been
partial to a girl
Mary Keily, daughter of a blaelcna lin'd .Michael ,1
Keily late from
Keily disapproved of the innnl i- said 1
have threatened1
y
n
life
Keily and daughter were
-i, i.
when the
itter
gave up an
pi-i.. which sin- ssin Martin gave
vh, ili-eharged it la-t
evening in the
‘■"it "1 where the deceased was found.
li’-1 body ..t the deceased was taken to
I wn Hall w here a post-mortem exait..,!
wa- made
by several resident
a- w h
toiind sttlVicient
ait-r of
the i.iille! holes in iIn head
mi an! inn- all
p >rsons suppos-d i
!
ytlrag c,mourning the murder
null) ■! ,-d as witaesse-. and at
e.
u"
.as called to take
testimony.
un ruled out re]>orters. their
‘V

Skeleton.

Tlie

ll say s—
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Headless

and Jo feet high.
Forty-four grape
throw over the deck load ol lumber. vines,
outside, their roots embedded in
planted
and
died
mate,
Thomas
.Jenkins,
with
the
initials
of
article being printed
.was rich mould, arc led through the wall muterburied while the gale was at its height.
its author appended. The paper aims to
ground and trained against the side-. Kept in
On tli«» 7th found provisions and water
eondition by careful attention, these v ines hear
be funny and a lighter of the wrongs of short:
a lady
and
hands
all
passenger
put
of
mankind in general—a free lance in the oil allowance. On tin* lltli two ot the astonishingly. Huge clusters of ripe grapes
the choicest varieties liung'upon the vines, formone
stabbed
and
the
other
crow <]uaiTclIed
cause of the oppressed.
of
with a knife. The culprit was ironed but ing a beautiful picture. The w hole product
The view
released to help work the Miip until it the grapery this year i< 4(H) pounds.
—The Portland Press thinks Nasi, as a
reached port, when the wounded man was from the house is unsurpassed, commanding
lecturer, is a failure—and the Press i< sent to the Rhode Island Hospital and his the w hole sweep of the hay, and away to the
:i
ailunt wa locked up.
Oixmoul hill- at the north-vve t.
right.

ri>. it i-
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coni lor court ins nver the
had he!ter :»-k hint in.

rat her
Ymii
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An Increase of Taxation Looked for.

Xt.w Your, Oct. l(j. A Washington
of ’n il rinsing is required to ge'
\ ui at d
dispatch says the appropriations which
t 1.•
renre a’ the North Church.
Congres- will be asked to make at the
coming session, including estimates for
lipm I. ha> s<dd her hou- on
Mr*. !Vn
the next fiscal year and a very large de-t
e
-idge >:».•
lh»bl»iv.-—pii-v reported ficiency for the present year, there is rean*OH.
son lo believe will be greatly in excess of
Cduim, form-mi;* ;•!' Frankfort, was appropriations for any year since the be:•
'la> •. in K rn <' mints. t '•>!.. in ginning ot President Grant's administration. This fact, considered in connection
el i«»u a than
with the condition of the Government
«’•
k tt i** men .I'lng In aii f-id> laru' stork
revenue since the beginning of the panic
e’ai'
extent.
Ho esideutls intend* and the
possible permanent decrease in
•_:\e iii- eu-t
..a
!’:i h.nr -it of a lame a>_ customs receipts for
many mouths to come,
tinent.
indicate that the Appropriation Commitof lee will have very serious xvork before it
V
;r.-ei i:t*ol wilh a bouquet
in appeasing the demands for
warden •»!
large ex'.•it
:: on tin
•••',.
penditures. It already appears to be a
M :>er day s.
•v
no
I:
-1:ii
t il:matter of some doubt whether the revenue
i 1.
i■ i.. .t. i•;»ni tin
irip'-ot llr -t amor* for the present fiscal year will meet the
t },, < in ,,f Ifi -limomi sveni to l’ortexpenditures that already have been prodid not leasv to return vided
i,ii
,tl
>1
by law, and the deficiencies which
<
I’he
;i) AY eOiie-.ias oi::ii
umhridge, for Congress will bo asked to allow, and there
n
Ho* kl:.n«l until s.nne time on
i- much apprehension in the Treasury
Ka ah.till «iie n out I’.oslon on Department lest Congress will authorize
ti
niir
il is e.l
on He foi low imr
expenditures which can only lie met by
an increase ol taxation.
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Counterfeiters,
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extent
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to

vitiate the

IlKTl

'll vis

at V. oi;k

entrap and capture the guilty
W hiiely -elected from his corps
oi the most experienced oilieers

I.,

iimnhei
i tin- Secret

Sen ice
The oilieers oblined the confidence of the counterfeiters
nut communicated their doings to the
llistriet Attorney :it Knoxville, Trim, and
\di\ die. VC.
Till

Tie-

ole.ANlZ VTION.

illieet's became aware of t he

organi-

zation of counterfeiters in the district in
separate gangs, all of them co-operating
md working together, each gang numbering ii\e to eight memhers, reckless, deEach
ermined and thoroughly armed.
aiig was fully aware of the movementsof
h< others, and communication is such as
enable them t" summon aid at short
u ire.
Becoming communicative the
mterfeiters told where the illicit money
ia- made,
it c ame direct from < )Iiio and
va
.11 denominations ol bn cents tractional
currency. spi National Bank notes, sbo
S legal tenders of the series of I8(ib
I
WIII’.KE THE
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tlUCI I.ATI H.
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transported to Tennessee and
V'l'tli Carolina as any other commodity
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-dli and Mil. Those intending to call upon tin
Doctor should make a minute ot the date*.
!ln- putting into market of his wonderful dislor theeure of female diseases in their
various forms, is absorbing so much of his time
that al present he linds it impossible to make
but short stops in each place. Hisaddi.<-F
Saratoga. New York. (Box 1231.)

at

DM-: HI NDBFDOLD AND NEW >AFKS
F. B. Morse, 74 and 70 Sudbury street. Bo
Bank Yaulland steel work, of hot qualmade to order.
2m 12*

Pills,

Portions and. Pungencies.

11<‘\\ to make
lon of whiskey.

an

Indian loaf-—(live him

a

gal-

If Vcgeline is taken regularly, according to
directions, a certain and speedy cm of Dyspepsia will follow its use.

Daughter—“ Well to tell the truth. 1 do not
think much of the close of tin* sermon." Father
—"Probably you wen* thinking more of the
clothes of ttie’congregation."
Nothing else

will answer.
If you are hoarse
cold, or a hard cough, ask your druggist for Hale's how >j of llnrliouml awl Tar.
Take nothing else. It is tin* one sovereign remedy for all complaints of the throat and lungs.
< Tittcnton's. 7 (>th Avenue,
sold hv all Drug-

have

a

gists.

Pike's Toothache Drops

cure

in I minute.

in court; Judge—" Have you anything
oiler to the eOUlt before sentence is passed
upon your*' Prisoner—" No. Judge: 1 had ten
dollars, hut my lawyers took that."
Scene

to

exertion, either of body or mind, produces debility and disease. The usual ivnicdv
is to take some stimulant, tin* effect, of which is
tin* same as giving a tired horse the whip instead of oats. The true way is to fortify the
Over

system with a permanent Ionic like the Perm ian Syrup, (a protoxide of Iron,) which
gives
strength and vigor to the w hole system.
What relation is a loaf of bread to a locomotive?— Its mother. Wh\ ? Because bread i> a
uecc»ilv and a locomotive an invention and
we all know that necessity i< the mother of invention.
A

Triumph

of Medical Art.
Ye-, a triumph we call it. when medicine can
he so
iixed up" as to he pleasant to take and
yet accomplish the object intended. Snell a
medicine i.s Dr. Pierce's Purgative Pellets, samples of which the writer procured and tested in
ids own family. The- Pellets (little pills) :m*
about one-fifth the size of an ordinary pill,
made of highly concentrated root and herbal
extracts, and sugar-coated.
[Frankfort (fnd.)j
701
Weekly (’rescent.
The chap who eould do all the business he
wanted to without ad\ertising,lias been compelled to advertise at last. The new advetisement is headed—“Notice in Bankruptcy, Assignee’s Sale."
Important to Sufferers. The greatest
benefactor is one who relieves pain and cures
disease. Dr. Silsbcc has accomplished both by
hi- miraculous discovery of Anakesis, an nlssolutely easy, rapid and infallible cure for Piles
in all stages. All doctors endorse it and 20,000
cured sufferers testify to its virtues, it is a
simple suppository acting as an instrument
poultice and medicine. 1'lie relief is instant and
cure certain.—Price. $1.00.
Sent free by mail
on receipt of price, Anakesis Depot,40 Walker
st.. New York.
Y oung ladies, always give precedence to old
Nev er go to the wash-tub if your mother
or grandmother is present.
age.

Extract from a Letter of Messrs. Avery,
Brown A: C’o., one of the oldest and most
Bcsponsible Firms in tin* Maritime Prov-

holesale jobbers and dealers, with regHalifax, October 4.1871.
Jajikl 1. Fellows. Esq.—Dear Sir: Our
ularity and precision, and supplied to cusof
sabyour Compound Syrup of Hypophostomer- and friends in sums to
suit, accorlias been very large and. notwithstandding to all demands of trade. In addition jiliitcs
ing its high price, has far exceeded that of any
t
tie currency trade, there was also exten- other
medicine. Wo hare had from you within
-i. e dealing in counterfeit Mexican
the
past year six hundred eases of one dozen
dollars,
w hich were
every part of the
principally put off on travel- each, which lias gonesointo
far as we know. UniProvince, and given,
ers and
going to Texas and the versal
emigrants
Satisfaction.
This money was manufactured
I ir West.
As it is no “quack medicine," hut compoundm Kentucky.
ed, as we believe, upon the sound principles of
Pharmaceutical science, we trust you will not
I'ltOMINIM < ITIZKNS IMl'I.Ii \TF.[>.
allow tlie public to lose sight of a remedy so
kinds
of
bolh
Hie transactions in
monej well calculated to be of Permanent value. V cry
’Jin- criminals include respectfully,
were enormous.
AVERY, BROWN &CO.
Since the above was written, Messrs. Avcrv.
men in every station in life, lawyers, docBrown & Bo., have purchased the enormous
tors, justices ol the peace, postmasters, quantity of 1,800 cases.
INVENTOR.
I’nited .States marshals, clerks of courts,
A negro was put upon the stand as a witness
and numerous merchants.
and the judge inquired if he knew the nature
Warrants of arrest for seventy-live per- of an oath. “For
certing, boss." said the citisons have been issued.
It is though! thnl zen : "ll I swear to a lie. I must stick to
him!"
eventv-five arrests will be made.
w

hut it is true.
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more

Where the
marvelous,

ar«

of rheumatism,

cure-

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,
caked breast«, scalds, burns, salt-rheum, earaide, Ac., upon the human tram*-, and of strains,

spavin, galls, Ac., upon animal- in

one

year

|

than have all oilier p:v;» ud*-d remedie- since;
the world began.
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it.

bottle of'tin* yellow

One

dred dollars lor spavined
for

rilt lllar

a

wrappei ('cntaur Liniment i- worth

or

Ac.,

tumors,

.the r.eipt- A... grati-. to

eeiiitirai.

rerpicding

or

-erevv -worm

hun-

one

sweeiiied horses
Stock-

in sheep.

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.

family should

Y)

he

without Centaur Liniment.

It. Kosi; A Co., New York.

csroniA i- more than a substitute for < asOil. It i- the only safe article in existence
whirl) is e. rtail) to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind i-olie and produce natural
sleep, it contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and i- pleasant l<> take,
children
need not cry and mothers may rest.
(

tor

$10.

]*_! Sample* Iiv mail, NO ns.,retail quirk tor
1L I.. \Vt >L< < »"TT, isi Chatham S,j., N. Y.

The Household
and

Family

Panacea,

Liniment

is ill. best remedy in the world lor the (allowing
complaints, \ i/.
Cramps in the Limits and Stomach, Lain in the Stomach. Bowel.-, or Side, Rheuma
tism in all its l'orms. Billions Colic, Neuralgia. • hoi
era, Dysentery, Colds, !• n-sh Wounds, Burns, Sore
Threat, Spinal Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,
For Internal and external

use.

Its operation is not only to relieve the patient, hut
entirely removes the eause of the complaint. It
penetrates and pervades the whole sysiem. restoring
healthy action to .ill it- parts, and quickening the
blood.

The
Household
PANACEA
Vegetable and all Healing.
Prepared bv
• Pit I IS &
BROW N,

purely

is

No. Jib Fulton Street. New York.
For -ale

by all druggists.

BOOK

A

FOR

iylsp
EVERY MAN.
put;, or si.i.i pkls-

iill; 'Scir.Nci. oi
I.KY \ ITo\." a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of exhausted Vitality Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypoclimulria,
Impotence. .Sperniatorrlnea or seminal We^viie.--,
and all oi her/diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a hook for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way
to health and happiness.
It is the cheapest and
best- medical work ever published, and the only one
on this cla-s of ills worth reading.
I'.'Oth edition,
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth. Price only s?l. Sent by mail,
post paid, on receipt ot ju ice. Address PL A BOD Y
MKDICAL INMTTLIF. No. 1 Biilfineli street,
Boston, Mass., or Di:. \V. H. PaKKFR, Assistant
Plnsieian. V B.
flu anti.or may be con-lilted on
the above a well as all di.-u uses requiring skill and

Ivtlllsp
Years'

Experience

of

Old

an

Nurse.
Mrs.

Winslow’s!

Soothing Syrup

is

the

of one of the l.»esl Female Phy-i
cians and Nurse- in the I idled States, and has been
used for thirty years with never failing safety and
success by millions of mothers and children, from
the feeble infant of one week old to the adult. It
corrects acidity of the stomach, relieves wind colic,
regulates the bowels, and gives rest, health and com
fort to mother and child. We believe it tu he the
Best and Surest Remedy in the World, in all cases ot
BYSP.N I'l'.RY and Dl’VKKIKKA IN ( 1111. DR 1. N
wliein.
it arises from Teething or from any other
I TiII directions for using w ill accompany each
cause.
bottle.
None ( •'■inline unless the facsimile of
< l KITS x PFKLIN'S is on the outside
wrapjjer
Sold by till Medicine deal'".*.
I\ isj>

prescription

CHILDREN

often

for no other
stomach..

eau-e-

BROWN’S

look
than

Pale

having

and

Sick

worms

in the

l.RMIFCOi; COMFITS
will destroy Worm-' with otititijtiry t > t he child, be
mg perfectly W II PITs, and free from all coloring or
other injurious ingredients usually used in worm
jvi juirat ion.-.
OFR’ITS & BROWN, Proprietors,
No. jib Pulton Street, New York.
Sold b\ Druggists and Chemists, and dealers in
Medicine- at PwiVli jh l\ k Cl NJs A P.*i\,
| Iylsp

Hallo

1

i.«*u i:i:i.

enclosing s::.oij.
Bulbs, free,
m.

l

\

VS

(

Almost

a

I’.i

Lie.

mailed

to

appli

descriptive price list id'
fiwlisp

<

HO | i;i;

Every

v

Rain Killer clear.

.Should the diarrlu

and cramp

a

continue, repeat the dose every fifteen minutes. In
this way the dreadful scourge may lie checked and
the patient relieved in the course oi' a lew hours.
Be sure and get the genuine article; and it
-N• B.

is recommended by those w ho have used the RainKiller tor the cholera, that in extreme eases the
patient take two (or more) teaspoonfuls instead of

one.

I In- R \IN-KILLKR is sold by all the
and Dealers in Family Medicines.
Price, .‘*5 and No*cents and $1.
MnnfV. &

Druggisls

PERRY DAVIS & SON,

Prop’s, l.'tfi High St., Rrov., R. 1

The Confessions

BATCHELORVS

of

an

Bit; STOCK ON HAND!

BY

AND ARE GOING TO

S

II !

This

in

—

the

And !>011*1 You

It!

Korget

cure

H AS.

UATCIIKLOK Prop., N. Y.

Weekly for tile Journal.

Wednesday, Oct.
S!!>.00nl3.60iRound Hog,

Uni fast,

1873.
Sad

SOaOO Clear Salt Fork,
slsak’O
7as
l.lOal.15Mutton per lb.,
OOal.OO Lamb per lb.,
8alo
78a00 Turkey per lb.,
Hals
l:lal5
Burley,
(I5a75Chicken per lb.,
Beans,
:.*.S0a3.00 Duck per lb.,
18n20
Marrowfat Feus, l.:tSnl.SOGc<»e tier lb.,
Inals
Oats,
bOaOO Hay per ton,
$14al«
Potatoes, new,
SOaOO Lime,
$1.3500.00
Dried Apples,
lOala Washed Wool,
40a00
soars Unwashed Wool,
SOaOO
Cooking Apples,
SOallS Fulled Wool,
Butter,
40a00
cheese.
in.al8 Hides,
8a()
SOaOO Calf Skins,
17a00
Kggs,
Piano Sheep Skins,
Lard,
$1.0Qo2.00
7a0 Hard Wood,
Beef,
$«.00a8.00
Baldwin Apple-. l.OOal.'AOSoft Wood.
$4.OOnO.no
OaO Dry Pollock.
4 l-?aS
Veal,
7:iS Stra\v,
Dry < Oil,
!?S.OOOa.<M»

of

us as

C A. S

I I !

30 33A.“TTS2

M.

^

j See How it is Yourself.

THAOEMAHSt, p;.vr'i};

Bea ver

jlHNSMORE&SON,

Mo'-fatal^ss!

Unsurpassed ior Brilliant w
Lustre and Oualil \

71 TvTDuju Street..

ITew Skellbarks

»

<r

f

-ale

at

tie

lowest

large-1 assortment <*f

‘.tore

To each
Pattern we

purchaser of a
give one of our

-m

Hive

of

Dross

and

and

f • rat etui

to

selling for $2.50
retailing’ for $2.00,

were

our

very

;Iw 1G

Medicines!

PURE DRUGS!
TOILET ARTICLES !
CHOICE CIGARS!
•lusl lvei-ivfil and
selling LOW

It:*1.

or

AI.A

l!f;i:

FIGS

ASS(i[{T.WKN'T, SLLI.LI.NU l.()W
A. P. MANSFIELD & CO’S.,
Foot of Main St.

REAL ESTATE

PERSONAL

large

lot

just

1‘olail

at

AI.LSIZKS.
at e\l remelv low

I\

Fresh every week :it MJTCHKU/S

i fit BUM till
i; 1*. III...

V

Att*-i

copy

h
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1
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1111 .\ 1 r. K> It .N 1.1
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that said mim«r i- -eized tad po
I
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\\,
Kayer. and recorded in V> ddo !;•
page 17r that an udvantutremi oiler njt- l„ <-n nm
uf sixty dollars by one William s
Lit.
t -aid
Swanvilh*. for -aid minor's inter,■
therein, -nle.-et
to the widow’s dower therein, w hich oiler it
the interest of all concerned immediately b- accept,
the proceed- thereof to be pur "ii ino-re-t forth-benelit of-aid minor.
Wherefore vmtr p- tit i-..u ;• prat
■irr
honor t
-;i;n
grant him a license to -el! and .•■nr
estitt*- of -aid decea-ed.
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the rever-ion
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( ourt «.f Probate held at
a
for the fount \ of Watdo ..,t
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price hy
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RAISINS by the Box or Lb.
At <
II. MITC1IKI.J/S.

Yours

l!

IS THEM
1 hat
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ID DO (il'-NUKAI.

Bosom is a groat improvement, it
long as a common one.

as

,

wears

twice

in stock at RE-

For Underwear.
A large assortment on hand Selling Cheap, and
the Dents would do well to examine our prices before purr bas-

ing elsewhere.

“REINFORCED”
Shirt Bosom sets better than any other, as the weak
parts are strengthened by tin- reinforcement.

l "1 ll' :h wound.' core-of all kinds on
Tn In itiiblie il so. ms n regular !'**:*•'!
ni l

Cheap
than

I

Shirt bosom will wear as long as the body of the
shirt, thus saving the time and expense of a second

bruist

Bosom.

On

or mi

diarrhoea and frosted t«

<

t

Balm of Gilead Oil
^ es, use

I

the Balm of»iilead

<

hi.

11uack medicine alone.

the shoulder of each bottle tin.
I’ll.- iiuin.- iii'H. J. STEVENS Mown,

hi

E. A. STAPLES.

tm

leave to

Prop’r.

his

inform
friends und the public
Bi
generally, that he has purchased, retitted and
stocked tin-same
and
will be
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throughout,

spared to make it

a
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subscriber la r. by ^ives public notice to ali
one riled, that he has been
duly appointed and
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late id’ Stockton,
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city.

Hair

¥igor!

SEE M K

i

>R

l.i

RESTORING

18 7 3.

AUTUMN OPENING

ITS XATI HAL

GRAY HAIR
//.I/ /'/’»

i

.t

n/ up,

<

— *

OF

Remnant Prints Millinery

v

on

hand.

FEATHERS!

Goods!

RICHARDS & SOPTII WORTH respectfully announce that they are now opening a verv
COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF HOODS adapted
to tie coming season including nil the NON ELITES.
MISS BOWEN ill the TRIMMINO DEPART
MI N I and MRS. RICHARDS in DRESS MAK
I NO cordially in\ ite the attention ol their friends and
customers.

Rooms

over

quality for
former price $1.25.
our

best

:;u

Fire!
HAVE ESCAPED the late fire in this

city
sell
entire stock of
WE amiCloths, prepared
Flannels, Hats and Caps, Furnishto

our

Clothing.
ing Hoods,
be

bear.

Trunks and Valises at prices which cau’t
Call early and avoid the rush.
\.

.{wl.y

ANDREWS, Iiayford’s Block,
Church St., Belfast, Me.

G. W. BURKETT &

CO..

I.OT—EXTRA .NIC E AT A
MANSFIELD 4 CO’S.
Trade supplied at reasonable prices.
I

A

Hayford Block,

Alter.

BELFAST.

1*\

AP HAS A FEW CLAPBOARDS FOR SALE
KNONVLTON & BA1 LEV’S Store,
l
J
hvlV
iMI'ad. oct. 10
Foot of Main St.

(All

long

^u<f. Iitt

,ui. \

ami *■-xt«*n.<iv»*
|

stops tin*
renew-1 th.*

tovin

that it

falling

of tin

growth, and

restore* iis color, w hen fad* «l or grav
It stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy a iivip

always surely

and preserves both the hair and it

beauty.

Thu.-;

brashy, weak or -i 'kly hair become- glossy, pliable
and strengthened: lo t hair regrov.1 with lively e\
pression; falling hair is cheeked and stablished, thin
hair thickens; and faded or grav hair resume their
original color. Its operation is ure and harmless.
It cures dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps the
scalp cool, clean and soft—under which condition.'.

scalp are impossible
dressing for ladies’ hair, the Vhh*r C praised
for its grateful and agreeable perfume, and valued
for the soft lustre and richness of tone it impart
diseases of the

P.

Clapboards for Sale.

Church St.,

l*-K

1;..

Am.-. 11

hair immediately; often

lb.,

Domestic Yam Wanted

prematur*

P*

We sell

90c per

i-

tin hair gray, amicitln
"fthi-m inclii.' •! t.. sh.

H. H. FORBES.

Belfast, Oct. 1C*, is?:;.

A large lot received.

•*

ili'Uppoiut
ami Imrtalitjirj
nwi.t,
pn-.-imposition. all turn

MRS.

Constantly

4,‘»

*•

^uv.

Quoddy Pollock.

can

O

AYER’S

examination it will be self evident

that it is the best Shirt Bosom that

published

erved in the

C O NPEC T I O N i: R Y

Very Cheap ! Cheaper
Cheaper than they can

bought elsewhere.

re-

MFALS AT ALL HOURS.

shirt.

,,X,“REINFORCED”
Shirt

Born.i

coughs, colds, sore throat, hoarseness, colic,
cholera morbus, it can’t be beat.
belter for rheumatism, neuralgia,
praius,

or

■''>

ever.

“REINFORCED”
same

\

he.isf,

man

Balm of Gilead Oil

are

bosom to the

he

...

Balm for every uch« and pain.
the sick and heals the lame

oYSITRS of the best quality and
he- I style.
The best assortment of

BL ANKETS

.“REINFORCED”

Shirt Bosom has a stamp on each one, which is a
correct guide for the inexperienced shirt makers,
enabling them to get a perfect tit about the neck.

•.

...

Republican Journal,
they may appear at

am'.-.
Ordered. 1 hai tin* -oil
tiers*.li- interested by cnnvm
fie published three w eeks 'in

cures

so

be

“reinforced”

v.nhin and
| in,

•,.

for allow

IN GILEAD.”

NOJBALM

Belfast, Oct., 1S7.*L

S. CHENERY’S.

Shirt

Respectfully,
B F. WELLS.

Balm of Gilead Oil

WANTED.
llot si: WOHK A I
A
Bvlfust Oct. 1(5.—tl'I5

Bella,

..

GENTS’ FLANNEL EMPIRE SALOON!

B. P. WELLS-

IN BELMONT.

COCOA NUT CAKES

true

iu..'a

Hi

.'tii

I

IdTMl.

WORbTEDS

in time,

Every grade

.M 1T( ’11 I d d/S.

GOODS!

returned from

H

••

«•

FLANNELS,

MERINO UNDER GARMENTS,

PROPERTY!

"tir II.I, be sold by Public Auction on Turns
TV KAY, OCT. 20th, at. 10 o'clock A. M., on the
premises, the Kurin now occupied by REBECCA II
WOTTOX, situated in Belmont, containing (Id Acres,
House and Barn in good condition, live miles from
Belfast, small Orchard, cuts 12 tons Huy, nml also a
Wood Lot containing do Acres, within a mile of the
farm; also One Pleasure Wagon, Household Goods,
One Work Horse, One Union Mower, One Ox Wagon.
See., tic. TERMS AT SALE. SALE POSITIVE. IF
STORMY SALE XEXT FAIR DAY.
C. <CRARY, Auctioneer.
RKv

■

I,.-

"*

oi
all 'hades by th" ounce or lb. Ill MAN HAIR
M\ll< Hi-.s, HAIR liAT>. and
every description
lh id l*re.vs Hoods.
Children’s Mittens, Cloves.
Hosiery, Hoop skirts, shirt Bosoms, Travelling
Basket• and Bugs, and in fact all the novelties of the
.season
M v, customers and friends are cordiallv in\M<d to walk right in see the good* and b arn the
I’l'ice
Buy if you choose and be happv.

ANT)-

JL B CTION !

tr>

1 «t*('Sr.

LADIES & MISSES’

11. .MITCHELLS,

—

a

break in the
have secured

Host

t>>

bv

1 Horse, « years old, 1
Top Buggy, 1
Silver Mounted Harness, y
Lap Uobes. 'The
above will be sold together or
singh.
Lor particulars inquire of
H. L. KlLtiOKL, Belfast.

a.id -ie a
-diouIJ m.;

...

'•“'I' lb'- most Varied and extensive tuck ever be
i'ie<| in the city of Belfast.
Consisting in
I'.'iri ot Mil 1.1NKKY. l'.Al>II-> 11 A IS in straw and
MISSKV Sililnil. 11 ATS, I HATH KBS,
i 1 * »N\ I IIS and RIBBONS.
SASH RIBBONS in
di -!\!•
and qualities,
Nl.UTKR I’A 1 Tide Ns
irom ... ct>. up
Now is the time to make \our
•‘I' ctiona. for Chiistmas.
Al-o ottoman and Towel
Ruck 1’atfiTii-

1

tie in session,
1*. M., for tin*
purpose
considering the application of Mathew &
r»». for license to establish and maintain a
stationary
-t< am engine in the* new
building by them erected
on CroMivei.
Attest.
K.MF.UV BOAKDMAX,
City C lerk.

v 1

Pine,

we

WAZmJm

NEW YORK & BOSTON

given

DUCED PRICES. Shirt Flannels that were selling for oOe now
FIELD & MATHEWS,
retailing for 10c. Flannels that
Belfast. were sold for
Phoenix Row,
17c now selling for
I
Belfast, < H t. 10, lsr:.
12 l-2c.

UCM II'AL OFFICKUS will
rpm;
X Friday, tin- nil proximo, at 7 :tO,
ol

»

Pattern

Paper
purchaser.
a

MAINE.

WINTER

DATES by the Wholesale

-b or Sale I

<

noon,
same

-1

A NU

now

SHAWLS 2

I lair. I In k and I Aiaddor.

Oity of^Belfast.

*

$1.25.

a

Grant,

IEW

IvT .A.TTRH:S SE3,

W. O. POOR & SON, Belfast.

NEW

■

<

A splendid stock ot these goods
to this Town. have
just been received, and as

Simpson I-.oo-pts

V11 kind-. I rum

livo

-OF-

Al r

Brought

purchasers.

LARGE ASSORTMENT

NICE

to each

F1 E A T FI E R. S,

full confidence of

Ih-lfast. wet. '2:), isj$.

Patent

retailing
Charge or

at

there has been
of them

the past week

Iriends tor their

dx

..

N

for $1.50 now
'Cut Free of

selling

were

NO EXAGGERATION! prices

in all de-

iioer.il patronage during the past
eighteen
years we w elcome them to our new store.

b"'.

Ever

\V«* offer them in style,

entire satisfaction to

That

S.

SEARSPORT,

e,.tli|

Chestnut

Fancy Goods.

prim? with

at;

At a «.'.in
if
1 li** « omit v

"►III lf»

WATERPROOFS!
!

Nickerson,

I

t*-

Walnut,

Black

j.

H. H. Grant,

*

Housekeeping

<Iualit\

just received

call and examine for

us a

A

FELT SHIRTS

the

living j.riv*

extra

Shawls,

Chase.

■

*t:

1-.-

•.

Chamber Setts,

Flannels,

Mi

We have

B.

F

Parlor Setts,
Sofas, Lounges,
Chairs, Tables and

slock nf

Dress Goods,

l»y

>

yourselves

is AT

Fall & Winter

during

l»

r>«

within
\J 1

■

FURNITURE!

Wli

partments, selected

Country

■

I

complete

a.

inith-t

:■’

I That t v
t'.,ivy.ung ‘Viiiion «.»•.!•
... UJ!
v
tuB-re-t.-d
petitioner give i: ,ti
p<
causing a copy of ,id jition, with t hi- order t la-re
on to he published three weeks iuece-siv.-p in the
B, :i;i
Republican •)'■uni t'
.*lKt
papei pi luted
he le id at tiethey n.ay app* ar at a B ‘ci’* < ourt
Pri bate Ollict
B
fort
it ten o\ ock iu he loi
Tuesday ot .\o\ etulicr .:■

Till B
A. Bert

That

<hir stock is full ami

paid for

cargo of Corn per sell. R. Leach
that we are selling as low as
any
other dealer in the country. Call
and see it.

COME A 1ST ID

Belfast.

&

<K-tobiT.

he' I
U
k.
;■>;

-.im

..

IdOw Prices.

CUSTOM ltOUSU SQUARE,

new

M\mv

Ai t B) ob ite
l'u tie « .>1,1.1;

iti.it th.I'pon the foregoing Petiti•.u. »rd- n
petitiom-r give notice to nil pi-r-on ie/me-t !
causing .t com of aid petition, v, nh tins ordei tie

PEERLESS DOMESTIC PAPER PATTERNS

new

cash price
all kinds of

a

THE PLACE TO BUY

a

<

on, to

At ,M Fi t 11 KJ.I.’S,

of

\
.111. ot

»

>

cele-

our

<apt

openin':

W.dtir

0.

•

Highest
Hay and

Good Goods.

roll, Magee, Bangor.

ami tin*

1

iiii..;k,

ot

..

e

lot he Horn
of Waldo

Produce,

We present as usual
brated brand of

Big Stock.

Seat

port ; sUi. J. P. Merriam, Clark, Boston.
Bill. Sclis. Lillian, Ryan, Boston; Abbv (.:de
West, do; Nathan Clifford, Coombs, do.
SA I LKD.
<‘et. Utli.
Sell. Hero, Foss. X- w Bedford.
D»»11. Sell. Abner Taylor, Dodge, Bangor
P-'tli, Sch. Fnion, l lmer, Rockland.
J"!h
Sclis. Caroline Knight, Carle, do: Win. ;ir

Announce their return to their

limird;..
«

mi tot heir of Meliitabh K. Pendleton lull
Bangor, in tie ''ount\ of Penob-cnf, |. e. ,-ised, n
pectfulh 11 j.i -enfs lia. -aid minor i -1 i/ed amt
•■•oid ot rerain 1 al state i t nut** in North port
!
ill
lid I oin 11\ of U al I
i-eiiu *he -ahie described
in a died to aid Meld.able from \11m- p. ndlelon,
dated Uct ••->. 1
t. recoi led in Waldo Registry, vol
M.pag* 1-mo that an advantages, oderol three litti.
dredd.dlar ha-be,-a maae b> < bar:-*- is Ha/eltiiu-.
ot Belta-t. In -aid< iuini>. i-.j •*:•.
•«!• tale whim
oIf -1 it j- tbr the interest of all con erned imnn di
atch to accept, the proceed- thereof to
pat out
on inti rr-st for the hem lit of aid luinm
Wherefore your petitioner ova-m
1»...1
,>
grant him a liccn-e *«• ell and ronvi'v -did rca! etate of
n
t
id Haz
tue f

<**-

Sell. ( ameo, Peachy, Boston;
Sell-. Banner, Mathews. Boston, Carolim
Knight, < arl<‘. \ y.; Hannibal, A'oombs do, Fnion,
I lmer. do.

Street,

I MililPi ..M l*
bpill.
1 Pendleton, of P. »tton,

■

l >!h.
lOtlu

Main

Probate for the Cot

fudge oI

\

would say to the retail
(trade that we have made a Large
j Reduction on all goods in Stock,
and <roods iust arrived we are sellWe have a full and. Hue stock
ing at a SMALLER MARGIN that we have bought low for
of PROFIT than ever,
cash and shall sell for cash as
low as the lowest.

INSIDE OF

David Keazor, c. II. Chase & Co., and
others, of Portland, have contracted to build a three
masted sell, of ;:uo tons, at the vard of W. L. Merrill
of Saco. Capt. Frank Henley of
Cape Fllizabeth.
will command her.
.vi Cherryfield, Messrs J. R.
& ('o.. have
Campbell
in their yard a train* for a vessel of f.no
tons, which
will he put up immediately,
probably for Capt. Bun
ker^whose vessel, the Onward, was lost at Cow Bav.
c 15., lu the
that those interested l'ulh
great gale.
exonerate ('apt. Bunker from
any Mann* in courier
lion with the disaster, is sntlicientlv evinced by the
taci that u majority of the owners of the Onward will
build shares in his new' vessel.
Sch. Mary Helen 'new,* of about \']i) tons, three
niavts, just fitted for sea, was loaded at Macliia- last
week,
apt. John Sanhorn. master. 1 he M. H. j,.
owned by S. H. Talbot, J. R. I'alhof.and F. L. Talbot
o! 1 a-t Ma- hias, and I
S. J. falbot of Boston, four
brothers. Hood judges pronounce this io be a well
built vessel.

fo the Honorable
of Waldo

V

-a

<>ct. lltli. Sclis. Malabar, McCarty, X. Y,. ».« n
Meade, Patterson. Boston; Win. Carroll. Magee, A.

second l m-d iv ot >.ovember next, at Ten o’clock in
lb*- forenoon, and -le w cause, if an\ tin v have, win
the 'tune -hould not he granted.
!'•
AsA Till TIT.OITH Judge
A inn ( '!>.
\tlest li. P. I'll 1 H. Register

in

We

ARRIVED.

Bark-ntiueClara McOilvery, Walnut,

good bargains

Paints, Oils and Varnishes!

-y

FOR

NEWS.

<•

l pen the

CROCKERY,

Boston or New York,—especially
in Cottons, Prints, Crashes and
Flannels.

to be Closed Out

! Everything

as

>

■ >•

wi ar

Wre have been enabled to secure a large assortment of Dry
and Fancy Goods in JOB LOTS,
so that Country Traders can se-

State,

_PORT OF BELFAST.

Dili,

CHANDLERY,

*

v

r.

bounty
‘Jetober, A
I’l'pti tin- foregoing Petition. *n,!. That the
m>tire t.. -111 per
petitioner g;
;nUr.*-teJ, by
cau-iim a copy of mid petition, with this onto
thereon to be published three Week
lCl?e--i velv IT:
the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast,
that they lmiv appeal .,t
Ih..bate < ..,1111, to be held
at tin
Piobat
thine in Pe-llh
aforesaid, on the

ot

Just give them a call and they
will give the LOWEST
PRICES of any con-

UK.M

within and for
.-md Tuesday ,3

’robat held at Pelf;
•! Waldo, on tin
1>. Is.' ;.

•>.

SHIP

replete with
desirable shades an 1 <pial- H ARD
WAR E!

ities for Fall and "Winter

cern

I RAN RUN

•>I

at .ii ..wit

or

of said

..

is

department

| all tlie

1)1 HI).
(ibituarg notices, bn/mm nr n,rt> Xante and Age
must be paid for.)
In this city, oil the lGfh inst.. MBs Kiuma Mabell
Bradman, aged l.» years and *«M da».
In Kllsworth. Oth in>t.. llenrv J, Dale, aged :t
years and 0 months, P_'th inst .'.Mm. Julia A. 1! B
gins, aged 10 years.
In Airland, Oct. bfli, Mrs. Funny
Partridge wife oi
Isaac Partridge of Orlaud, aired iJ years.
In Otis, 10th inst.. Mr. Timothy 'll Jordon. ,..i

Family Groceries,

Country Produce

*-

DRZSS COQBS

.,

~_SHIP

&

!

C1 A

■*

to

or
at
-fate

VIa

S rr E A M E K :
-*♦

COR

It; Ellsworth, Uth inst.. Mr. Gasman McGown of
lillsw o Mi, and Miss Caddie E. Crocker, of Prospect.
Htb inst., Mr. Sidney A. Jordon and Mis* Lillie
Royal daughter of Samuel Koval, Jr., all of Ells
worth
15th inst. Mr. E. II. l'ettit, Esq., of Eort
and Frances ji.. daughter of lion
Plain, N. \
.Monroe A oung.
in Lamonie, sib inst., Mr. Amos 0.
Thompson, of
Walt bam, Mass., and Miss Ella M. Hodgkins, formerly of Hancock.
in Sedgwick. 21111 inst., Air. Cornelius Marsh of
Holden, Mas.-., and .Miss Matilda A. Friend ot Sedg
wick.
!*t inst., Mr. Ehodiiey McFarland and Miss
Kubie II. l orlian. both of Brooklin. stb inst
Mr
Maynard II. Pettigrew of Ludlow, Yt., and Alis
1-iuma .L Fiieml of Sedgwick.
In Gouldsboro, 12th inst., Air. Orion Stratton and
MG.- Laura A. Gordon, both of Sullivan.
In Seal-sport, not. loth, by Rev. i. I.. IHuiseom.
Mr. John P. I lliott of Bangor, and AIGs <ili\«. i<
Curtis of Frankfort.

< ountv

public

sell ami cnt'.ry,

*•

..

ot said de- rib. *1 real
tin* purpose afore.'aid.

*-

E V E 1 i \

CLEAN IT OUT

OROOKERY.

HAIR DYE.

CORN, FLOUR & HAY

(

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Flour,
.Meal,
Rye Meal,
Rye,
corn,

IN

Fancy

Molasses Grearn Candy
Invalid, -Made i lii'ci- times a week at MITCHELL'S

I bis splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
T he only T rue and Perfect Dye.
Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of had dyes and washes. Produces Immkdia
atki.y a superb Bi.ai k nit Natrrai. Blown, and
leaves the hair ri.LAN sni r ani> rl.u tii n.. The
genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all Drug

Corn

H !

THEY HAVE A

<_»<_•:. 20th, by 11. S.
Staples, Mr.
William A. Carter and .Miss H 1. W arren, l• 11« t>i
Stockton
In Camden, Oct. 11. by Rev, G. AY. Bower, Mr
George E Bagley and Miss Ardella Corthell, both of

Published a- a warning and for the benefit of Young
Men and others who sutler from Nervous Debility,
LOSS < >F M A N 111 >OD, etc., supplying t lie means of
self cure. Written In one who cured himself after
undergoing considerable ijuackery, and sent free on
receiving a post-paid directed envelope.
.Sulierer< an* invited to address the author.
NAT HAN IFF MAT FAIR,
Box IN::, Brooklyn, N. T
fiml'.bp

Corrected

S

!

Waterproofs,

T hose using Rain Killer should strictly observe the
following directions:
At the commencement of the disease, take a teaspoonful of Pain K iller, in sugar and water, and then
bathe freely across the stomach and bowels with the

Wholesale ii‘ Retail Dealers

RECEIVING

ARE

petit

1 ii
il.

the

ne-

pleton.
In Stockton,

Case Cured With

DkvpSips
During a long residence in China I
have used your valuable Rain Killer, both in my own
family and among the Chinese, and have found it a
most excellent medicine.
Jn tie-Summers of lsfi:i
and 1 >•>:{, while residing in Shanghai, 1 found it an
almost certain cure for cholera, if used in time, indeed, using it in a gn at many instances, 1 do not
remember failing in a single case
l or three years
i have been residing in this place, more than lil'ty
miles from a physician, and have been obliged ol'teii
to fall ui)on my own n sources in cases of sickness.
I'he Chinese come to ip< in great numbers for modi
cim and advice. T hough without medical knowledge
ourselves, the few simple remedies we call command
are so much in advance even of their physicians, that
we have almost daily applications.
We allow them
to come, because it brings u-in contact w ith them
and opens a door ol'usefulness. In diarrhea, colic,
vomiting, cholera, coughs, etc., your I’ain-Killer has
been my chief medicine. Yours, very truly,
Ri v. T. R. CRAWFORD, Tungchow, China.

(

|

I'lMX A

|\

Ih.u: Sips
During a residence of some ten years
in Siam and China, as a
missionary, 1 found your
I'ain-Killer a most valuable reined) for that fearful
scourge tlie t holera.
In administering the medicine 1 found it most effect
uai t<> give a tea-spoonful of Rain Killer in a gill of
led water sweetened with sugar; then, alter about
litteon minutes, begin to give about a lablesnoonful
ol'the same mixture every few minutes until relief
wa> obtained.
Apply hot applications to the ex
tremities. Bathe the stomach with the Rain-Killer,
clear, and rub the limbs bi i-kly. of those w ho had
the ( holera, and took the medicine faithfully, in the
way stated above, eight out often recovered.
Ri v. It, TFLFoRD, Missionary in China

gists.
lylbsp

(Suoeessors to J. H. Lane & Co.)

W ANT

C A

of P-«»bate for tin-

rPII!;

VV h<
grant him a
private -ah
decea-i-n. j-

DINSMORE & SON:

In Vppleton, Oct. ab, byM. E. Hanly Esq., Muon
AV< ntworth and Mi-- Lelia E. Bowles* both ot Ap

PAIN-KILLER!

•bwbisp;

Tallow

Judge

! NDKR-lUNKlb iru>t .* ol tin I .-tut*- of
X Albeit Trent, lap- t.f Huston, deceased, re j.eel
fully represents that tin- intend.- of all columned
will l> promoted by
.o
of the following described
real e-Wit'- beN.ngimr ; mm | n at and the proceed'
thereof invested on in;, n
.»•
ru ise, according
An nndivided
to law. vi/.
f an nndi
\*h part
iil' d lourtii part of a certain lot
i.md, and build
iiigs tliercon, ail situate in Bangor. in tne < ountv ol
Penobscot, being lot known ,>- in
j; on West
Market s-piare.bi ing -aim* adjoini
in of Ut
W. Pickering on tin* Muith. and to o. \\
1.add on
tlie Nort b.
vtendiiig lroin said ~ouari to Rendu.keag stiv:ii.! >ubjr,\ to tin life state ot the widow
of tin- iate !.* be, f Treat, it being a pur; ol tin estate
d‘-~crib'-d !
bl A lie r; Treat t lie ami Tsigne.! in
tru-1.

j

Country Tallow 5a

tin- Honorable
of \\

c..

■

I

MARRIED.

11. Spooni;i:. No. 1. Beacon St., Boston.

r 1

Brighton

♦

*rr

\

cants

\\

lb

-•

DINSMORE & SON1

5 1 2c per lb.
Call Skins -liiul.sc perlb.
Sheep Skins 75a37 1-2
W orking Oxen— We (piote sales of 1 pr, gib 7ft
(i in $2.*>0; 1 pr, fi 1 2ft,§205; 1 j»r, fi 2-3 ft, §220;
1
lfi(>: 1 pr, fi fi. 8 in. §155;
jtr, 71 f $ls5; 1 pr, fi ft fi in.
1 pt, fi It, fi in, §140.
Milch Cows and Stores—AAre quote extra at S55a80
ordinary $25a50 per lo ad. Store ( attle Yearlings
§llalfi; 2 year olds §15a2? 3-year olds $25a45
Sheep aiid Lambs -Western Sheep cost 5 1 2a‘ ; k-.
Lambs, *11 2 a7c per 11>.
Swine—Pigs, w bob sale fi 1 2a7v; retaii a -sc per if
Hog- -17.800 in marlat i; prices 5 l-2a5 3 4c per it.

BOTCH BULBS! LUTCH BULBS!
•><>

llide*--0c per

Country Hides—S 1 2c per lb.

1V20

SPECIAL "'NOTICES*.

chills and Fever.

Brighton

per lb.

PROBATE WOTSC.

New Goods!

DINSMORE & SON

AY KDNKSDAY, < >Ct. 15.
At market for the current week—Cattle 45G4 ; Sheep
and Lamb* lo,U41. Swine is,loo; number of Western
little 1070. Northern Cattle and AVorkingOxen and
Milch Cows, 450. Eastern Cattle, 44.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. 'Extra quality S' 12 l-2a7 25; first quality §(>75a5 00.
second .quality §5 75afi 00; third quality $4 l-2a5 02;
1-2; poorest grade of coarse Oxen. Bulls, &c., $3 50a

in.-baling fio/.eii limb-,

nr

■

use

More than 1000 eertilieates

Lininunt.

reinarkabli

of

no

sutler from rheumatism, pain

now

-welling deserve

Centaur

li i

a scar,

DINSMORE & SON

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

are

New Firm!
I

4 2.».

humbug.

healed without

bee;iu

an

Cripples throw away

reiulered harmle— and the wounded

arc

or

e-umter-irritant,

a

all-lu aling pain reliever.

—

Thursday, Oet. doth, only; and at Bneksporl.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. :M.

ton.

not

are

it ha

Thirty

Searsport.

Dowel Lsst

oi

pin t-

language,

experience.

Dr-Gage can be consulted al Clinton House,
Glint.<11. I- nlay and Saturday. Oct. 24and2-'>:
I coy <
litre,Oct. 2b and 27; Thorndike Station.
<><•1. 2s and 20; at Ameridan house, Belfast,

ot

Atler eon-ultation by the authorities ill
Washington it was determined t• > place
tile entire matter in tin- hands of Col.
Whiiely, < hief of the I S, Sei-ret Service
<
orp-. by whom, with tin* assistance of
Ulorney Ceneral Williams, plans were

■

minor heir ot John K.

rillis. Lit•

tin-1 ity.

.’inline. The circulating medium is nearly
..ne-tliird counterfeit, and in some eases so
wnle!v used as to well nigh bankrupt
mailer merchants and tradespeople.

parlies,

minor heirs

covery

he.

counterfeiting fraternity,
w ho are handed
together by tearful oaths,
and deadly ties, known only to themselves,
.ml they have spread broadcast their bogus

matured

over

— ■■■!■■! in. llil|•^»nrl*■^^r

Additional purYokk, Oct. -Jl.
I'the ’:iiil iti«ill eonterfeiters in
■iihiis
i nnessee ami North t in dimi are reeeiveil.
I he crusade was the most extended,
-t I'.ueo ji and well-directed ever
organized,
and resulted in the arrest ol about sixty
witli quite a mimher yet to lie
outlaw
h. ard from
file desperadoes belong in

Till.

over

Maddocks, late of Belfast; Gilbert

Dr. Gag© at Belfast,

NT.w

to

Samuel A.Colcord

11annah WiFon.

e-uIt.

main

son

Maddocks

minor heirs of William Butman, late of

oi \rs

Cl! a No i:

■

Raid

late ol' Boston Mas-

F.b.*n Seavey. late of Searsport: Charles Turner,
late *1'Stockton ; Warn a C. Hadh-y, late of JacksonWARRANT OK 1.N-.OI.V EX* V IvM ID <»N ISiAII
'•I
W arren <
Hadley, late ot Jackson.

o;' milk, which made
c|n-. -how uc: that if takelittle |es- than ten pounds of milk to make on.
\- thi- enterprise wasanex: mnd o! ehec-c.
iiiiei)i. ill-i-e intcre-ted had « oiisiderahle
•iiviety i.. know ifehce-e iiiiiking would prove
li'uhle
Kvery cliee-e. >o far a known, is
!
'Hie proprietors are well .-atistied with

pound-

;-sue

Levenseller

L strong

This

GREAT

DINSMORE & SON

Monday, Oct. 20.
BE ITER—AVe quote tine. New York and Vermont
at 38aloe per lb; fair to good do at 32a34c; line Western «it 25a28c; medium do at 20a25c, and bakers’ at
17al8c per lb.
CHEESE—AYe quote tine factory at 14 1-2 c; medium do at 12 al3c, and common do at 8al0c per lb.
EGGS—The market is linn at 27a2bc per doz.
BEANS—The market is firm, and there is a fair
demand for mediums at §2 50a2 37 per bush, and for
pea beans at §2 75a2 87 per busli; yellow eyes have
been sold to-day at § 3 00 per bush.
ERE IT—Apples $3u4 perbbl. Grapes GaSc. Cranberries §>al0 50 per bbl.
POTA TOES—Sales were made at 70c per bush,
for Early Rose.
1IA A'—AAre quote good and choice hay at$25a2G per
ton, and fair to good do at $ 14a 18, Straw remains
steady at $25~50a27 per ton.

it will not subdue

-welling

no

PRODUCE MARKET.

BOSTON
Liniment

( cntaur

lann nes- wliicli it will not cure.

no

,,r.unds

lNK.ppi

o’.»r\

tie-

law of Sarah A.

husine-s.

■verv'da\ count-,

'h.

at

Waimaxi

Tin > -lopped the factory
"cptemhcr 'JTth. afrci making he -<* To days.
• hen
are no sinnJays in < lien-e making, and

>Kn

Searsport; Fphriam

Fben

oiitimneed manufacturing cheese .July UTtli.
ncompany was delayed in getting the neees-ui
fixtures and a per-on capable of earn ing
die

her minor

over

uf

A; IOWAN*

I

••a

Way.

Boyle, Administrator; Abigail Bradstreer, late
o: Mom. die, Ansel Bandall, F.xecutor; Albert Treat
late h Boston, Mass., Franklin Treat, Executor.
(it AKiUANs Ai'poiNri'D—Jeremiah Webb over
minor child of Samuel A and Lydia W. Webb, late
ol Knox. Seth Wyman over minor heirs of Isaac
Bryant, late of Lincolnville; Simon Boss over minor
in-ir of Mehitable F. IVndloton, late of Boston,
Mass., Biehard Woodbury over minor heir of Samuel
11. Woodbury, late of Waldo; Thomas Tapley over
minor heir of Francis M. Billings, late of Sedgwick,
Me.; Frederick Seekins over minor heir at law of
John Seekins, late of Waldo; il. F. Thom]>son over
Mis minor son Albert W. Thompson, of Belfast Mary

Will

day-.

vl<*\i:oi

Thotlta.S

S «>1

Ivllox.

w

11• ncru:

IFlAII

oi Montville, Sarah II. Gray,’Trustee,
of„Belfast, Hugh Lang, late of Brooks; William
Butman lat«- of Searsport; minor heirs of ( hristopher
K. Church, late ot-. minor heir of Ambrose A.
Whit*‘hou<*-, late of Montvilh ; minor heir of Henry
t homas, Into of IJncolnvilh-: minor heirs of
Finery
Heal, late of-.

tin
die ..f the accident.
Plui-lcd ha- hcen in Ihi-

i.

uicriioon. 1>» \

Til!'.

F. K

<

of

low u

miiiFtrutor; Sani'n 1 A.

Colcoril

will not relieve,
and

•I.

LON »>N

late

Stockton. for injuries
i; w ill hereinemuiiled upoii th>‘hig‘!iwa\
i that a v.-r.iief fm sAOdil in a fornier trial
aside i.\ tin full court.
The court,
and coun.-el w i-ut to Stockton on WYdnesay

ti*:in~:i*-t«**l al tlu-Oci.

Montville, J. W. Knowlton. Ad
uiiin-trator;
njamin 1 Minion, tat*- ot" Troy, Josi-ph
il. Damon, VlministrMor; Henry Staples, late of
M.-v kion Crawford S. Fletchei, Administrator with
tie- will annexed; Samuel M. Colcoril, late of Sears
po I. Fuim-y sawyer. Administrator; Funic• Tootli
acre. late of Belfast; Benjamin B. Toothacre, Ad

\i

.viol rill.

iul

i-.

Si-arsport.

Mouivilic
Knox,
-to.-kton.
N\uin v iije.
ackson
Itrooks.
Monro.
I nily
.Ni ui sport.
Itelmont.
fliorndikc.
I.incoliiville.

Pbilbrick,
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tsehnnnor Pauline, bound from Uoekland
to ISoston. had a hard time of it oil' Cape
Ann. on Wednesday night of last week,
during the gale. When oft' Salvages, her
deck load, consisting of a steam engine
and boiler and heavy blocks of stone, was
continually shifting by the action of the
sea. lo the great peril of the vessel, which
narrowly escaped foundering. Eaeli of the
crow had a
leg badly crushed by the shirting stone, but with praiseworthy perseverance, they managed to keep control of
the schooner, and finally succeeded in getting her safe into the harbor at l.anesville,
where the disabled seamen were kindly
eared for by snmepl the hospitable citizens
of that place
[Gloucester Advertiser.
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A recent French let ter gives an entertainof the catching of sardines:

i:.

ing history

Tile sardine li-hery. with all its attendant
industrial activities, is one ol the important business leal tires of the coast ofFranee.
1
*. n*» wreath. bloom-woven, hideThere are indications, however, that these
I he >**l»rred hrow and
toothsome little tisli are either
lessening hair:
becoming
1
aught I know, the myrtle sides
scarce or le—
easily caught than aforetime;
<Helicon are hare.
the
lor
yield grows less every year, both
1 li'dr scallop shells so
in the aggregate i|iiautity obtained and the
many bring
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to
trv.
song
average catch per boat. The fishery i>
i ::*
ve drained, for
aught 1 know, the -pring
« *i
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\.i. well!
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cap
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land,
\ e
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preparing the Iish for market. Every
year shows a diminution in the catch anil
! 1 I. »\e*- iinl
tender
debt
Friendship's
an advance :n the
lb' paid tor those 1 love in life.
price. This is shown bv
M hy shoultl tile unhorn critic whet
a faille,
recently published by the AmeriI “i me hi- scalping knife;
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gives the figures of the
sardine lishery for the past
'Ah v should the stranger peer and pry
thirty years, and
• Mm
aeant house of life a hold :
exhibits {he annual decline in quantity
v m.! drag, for curious ear and eve.
caught and the corresponding advance in
IF* faults and follies out ;
marketplace. Wheren-. from 1840 to 1869
"
the average catch per boat was 3:15,600
hy -nut. for fools to gaze upon.
W itli chat! of word* the
garl» he wor
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\
corn husks when the ear is
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Are rustled all the more;
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again;
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I he picture vanish from the cv.
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your claim
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Hi- human heart to all akin
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hi old beliefs, of later creeds,
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pine-,
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N\ er those of sinful man.
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1 he trembling faith alone

of Law,
sufficed,
1'hat. through its cloud and flame, he
1 he sweet, -ad face of Christ!
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L listening with hi- forehead bowed.
Heard the Divine compassion till
! he pauses of the
trump and cloud
A’ith whispers small and-till.
Vt.

1 h»* words he spake, the
thoughts he petted.
An- mortal a- his hand and brain:
Lot, it they served the Master’- end.
He ha- not lived in vain!*’
Heaven make the- better than thv name,
•
hild of mv friends! For thee l craw
U hut riches never
bought, nor farm
To mortal longing gave.
the prayer of Plato old—
make thee beautiful within.
Mid let thine eyes the good behold
I n everything save -in !
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And rbythmie with the truth.
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IIazin-ii. The first Monday of
year at Harvard, goes among

college
collegians l>y the name of “Bloody
Monday, as it i< the day on which the se-

the

verest

ed

hazing

ot the freshmen is
prosecut-

by the sophomores. This cruel and unmanly abuse of the unsophisticated boys
who have just become members of tiie

is often carried to extremes which
disgrace to the college and to human
nature, and there is no line ot argument
in ils favor which can palliate, much less
v indicate it
We call to mind one instance
of hazing on “Bloody Monday," which is
a
admirable as such instances' tire generally disgraceful. It occurred, if' we remember correctly, in 18G2. It was not iced
by some sophomores that two countt'.v boys had begun their hous3-keeping
ina room on the ground floor of one of
the college halls, with a miserable
apology for a bed. no carpet, no table, and
two
as
the
chairs,
sum
only
total of their
outfit, ft was learned also that
they proto
hoard
posed
themselves, and had only
a few
dollars for their food
during the
term.
“On this hint
they acted.” On
“Bloody Monday" night the poor trembling youths were summoned by a “soph,"
who was not over
courteous, to go to a
room upstairs.
Upstairs they went, pale
and trembling,
expecting to be dealt with
w ithout mercy,
i hey were detained there
an hour or so, not
being molested, but
only quizzed by the circle ot “sophs" in
the room.
Then they were dismissed to
their room. When they entered it, it was
over a nice new carpet.
There was a
tasteful bedstead and appurtenances, a

college
an-

a

detaulter

considerable amount,
was
officially stated
there was good cause* for
-omo ot the rumors in connection with
tlie affair
l'he matter i- now undergoing
investigation, and but few facts have as
vet been given out
The amount of the
defalcation was said to be between $40,000 and s.o.ouo. The rumors were at
Jirst ilatlv contradicted by some of the
bank officers, but yesterday morning the
president anil directors were in session
examining accounts, and at noon tlicv announced that a deficiency had been' discovered. but that they fully believed that
the capita] of the hank ($400,000) was
unimpaired, that depositors will lose
nothing, and that there will be no interruption to business on account of it.
Karly last week the account of the Merchant- National Bank with the Second
National Bank of Boston was overdrawn,
flu- ea-hier telegraphed that the
money
would lie sent the next day. It was
not sent, however, and after a time, the
checks of the Merchants Bank were dishonored by the Second National. As
soon as tliis became known to the directors, the money was sent, so that their
balance in Boston was made good, and
'heir cheeks have of course, since been
honored regularly, and they now have
a strom*, balance to their credit.
This
affair led to the
discovery of the defalcation '4 the cashier, which
heaoknowledge
and hi- statements so tar as
investigated, have been verified.
Mr. Pierce at
once
resigned his position, ile is about
for'y-Jive years of age and has been its
cashier for fifteen or tw enty years. It is
not known that lie lias been
engaged in
speculations; but he lias lived in rather an
expensive style. Ile has enjoyed the confidence ,4 the whole community, lie has
a wife and several children,
lie has been
treasurer ot the Central
Savings Bank
since it- organization a lew years since,
luit the linid- ot this institution are unmolested.
ua-

'lar. •! not mock the Dervish whirl,
J he brahmin’- rite, the Lama’s
spell:
: km-w the heart; Devotion’s

Alight -amtifv the shell.

Auuther Faithless Cashier.
It was rumored iit Lowell for two or
throe days that .1. \
Pierce, Jr., the
cashier ot tin Morehams National Bank,
a

and J uesday
to show that

to a

enough

Tin-: l.uv's
tration nt' tlic

Di.i.av.

A curious illusuncertainty o! litigation is
given in 1 lit* ease of the McDonough bequest, a man who died in New Orleans,

twenty-three years ago, bequeathing a
property of three millions dollars to that
city and the city of Baltimore, to be equally divided, and the entire sum to be devot-
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the linanrial excitement that
prevailed on Friday and Saturday last, a
run was made upon the banking house of
Mr. ,1. M. Albertson, of Norristown. No
one in ordinary limes
would ijtie-tion
l-’riend Albertson’s ability to pay all hi- depositors, but as one seared animal will
sometimes startle a whole herd, -o it
proved in this instance with a few timid de
positors. While the rush was at it- height,
and the greenbacks were being paid out
as rapidly as busy hands could handle
them, Ilenry S. llitner, iv*|.. of \\ hitimarsh, entered the building, and after taking a cursory glance at the scene before
him, took up a piece of paper and wrote
thereon—'1 agree to be responsible to tin-

“During

depositors in the banking bouse ot .1 MinAlbertson, to the extent ot one hundred thousand dollars,' signed his name,
dated the paper, and fastened it tip again-t
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PROF.FOWLER’S GREAT WORK
ON MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD AND Til HI R
Mutual Inter-relations; Love, Its Laws, Power, etc.
Agents are selling from 15 to 25 copies a day, ami
we send a canvassii g book free to any book agent.
Address, stating experience, etc.. N'A'l i< >N A 1. PI BLISHING CO., Philadelphia, i*u
III p Ilf Q A fl If N ow ready for agents. Home
Lin in Tin: JJihli;.
llLW
By
Daniel March, I). I)., author of “Night Scenes in t lnBible” and “Our Father’s House,” of which nearly
100,000 copies of each were sold. Send for circular.
Zii:c;i.i:u & M’Crni)Y,27i Main St.,Springfield,Ma.
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"THE

TBAII F. SI l’,S< I.' I 111. II. Mirviv ing partner of tin* lute
1 linn id I IF .M
>\ Jt i'u,, now » tiers for
sale at reduced prices, for thirty days at their old
liloek. on rimrch st.. their entire
stand in llayt'ord
stock of choice .Millinery. Dress Trimmings and
Fancy Goods fi»r tin- purpose of closing out ami
.settling up.
I'hi'stock consists entirely of new and desirable
1 would tender thanks to our patrons and
goods.
the public generally for tln-ir liberal patronage, and
hope they will avail themselves ot further selections
from our line of good', and aid in closing out out
stock.
fbc entire lock w ill be sold at a grea* barN. 11.
gain to any per.-on wh-liing to purchase. I he store
is a bi'autiful location and has had a large run of
M A It A .1 \< l\SON
trade
Itelia-I. sept. 1., Is;::.
till

CASTAWAYS.

For--ale h\ the Sui. crib.-r.
laml Family Weekly, is the ST V M >
AKD AUTHORITY upon Practica
and
a
Subjects
High Toned Literary Journal. Onhl
$2.50 a year—less to clubs. Great premiums nr < asii
Commissions to Agents,
Thirteen Numbers (Oct.
to Jan.) On trial for Only Fifty Ceutw' Pro
inium Lists, &c., sent free to all Trial Subscribers.
Address
p, p. t, MOORE, New York

City.

1
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TRY IT ! !
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Your Taxes for 1B73.
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1.1. i’l l:So\S wFiling- to pay their luxe- on or
belore the lath day Ot' August and receive the
fi\ e per emit. discount, can d.» so by calling on me at 1
the Assessor’ oH’iee. over the ion* oft take Anyim*. !
every Wednesday and >aturda\ afternoons betuet-n !
and
o’clock, of each week.
DAM! 1, I., m * IIF.K,
< ollector id l.ios.
lb I fa t .Inlv
I-.
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The Scientific American '■* the ein-:ii»‘st emiiiest
illustrated weekly paper published. Fvery number
contains from lo to 15 original engravings of new

Works, Architecture, Improved Farm Implements,
and every new discovery in Chemistry. A yt ar’<

l^tSQlM ESTYC^
Agents Wanted.
Si:SI) KOlt

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, (C.
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Send for Circular. King & Mtkiiay, Flushing,

THE POLARIS MYSTERY
our new and fascinating Book, the
FROZEN ZONE AND ITS EXPLORERS.
A splendid octavo of 800
pages, most profusely illustrated, with tine Steel and Wood Engravings and
Is

cleared up in

Maps. The handsomest and most saleable book of
If you wish to canvass lor a book which
the year.
everybody wants, now is the time. Xo advertisement can do it justice. Send for sample page* and
Address MUTUAL PUBLISH
terms to Agents.
ING CO., Hartford, Ct. Publisher;-, of “Living-tone
Found.”
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Livery, Stage or general work horses.
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U \(i().NS,oNr.M\ KASSLNCK.K <’oA( II.
• INK MM. KASSLNCLK Ol'LN \VA<!
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Double &
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MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
I<\ which the process is rendered much less
painful
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert
<tl in Lubber or Celluloid Base, as
persons prefer
He has the country right for the use «,t

Improved Dental

Provisions of all

Kinds !

Iminding r.eef, Pork, l.aiub. Veal, Poultry, &e.f Sec.
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the above as can be hud in the city, and
hope bv
strict attention to business to merit a liberal share ot
your patronage.
t •cut’s call-hoots, sewed or
pegged, made to order
on short notice. Repairing neatly and
promptly done.
No. L\8, CUSTOM HOUSE SQUARE.
(Under Journal < Mfioe.)
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ILn<^ theoretical music thoroughly.
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New Method
for U|e P|aoo.Fortocarrie- Via
I'hpG by easy gradations to the
highest practical re.ults.
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11T Midi MAS Persis T. Leighton of 1 hel-.-a M .1holds a mortgage of one thirty -ecoml part of
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the brig II.
Sibley, given by Samuel Colson to
William (). Alden, dated tin-fifth day of duly, fvi.
and duly assigned to her, by said Mdeu.'on tineleventh day of August, ls7d, and recorded in Belfast
Custom House,Hook
and page ;.n. The conditioit.of said mortgage having been broken, tin--aid asignec, hy reason of the same, claims tin- right 1..
foreclose said mortgage and hereby give notice of
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such cases made and provided.
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DR. Or. P. LOMBARD.

ATAl.util'l

Domestic Sewing Machine Co., New York.

lUKF.en.AU jiiii ijum;. iruxINC. BOM XU AND WOOD
WOBKIXU UFXFKAI.FY
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DENTISTRY!

machinery,Novel Invention, Bridges, engineering

numbers contain S22 pages and several hundred hi
gravings. Thousands of volumes are preserved for
binding and reference. The practical receipts arc
well worth ten times the subscription price, forms,
$2 a year, by mail. Specimens sent free. Mav be
had of all Newsdealers. PATENTS obtained on
the best terms. Models of new invention- and
sketches examined, and advice free. All patents unpublished in the Scikxtipic American the week
they issue. Send for pamphlet, 11(»pages.containing
laws and full directions lbr obtaining Patents. Address for the paper or concerning Patents, Ml'N'N
& CO., 27 Park Row, N. Y. Branch Office, corner
F and 7th Sts., Washington, D. C.
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HOWARD MANF. CO.
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Freedom Notice,

Mir informant says that scare was over in a twink-

Montgomery county.
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ACCOl \ I
LOOK MANl TACIT B KBS AND
P.LMHiBS, Bangor, Me. Account Books of
f\ery description ruled to pattern, made to order.
Piano Mu-ic. .Magazines, &c., &c.. hound w ith neatlie.> and di-patch.
Beturn freight paid.
Cat All order- promptly attended to.
ffin.V.'

I

the entrance door, where every one enter,i„l
ing could see it. A tew minutes there- CLARK & FLRMALD'S mi.i .. o,..
after his brother. Daniel (>. llitner. K-<|., mantle- i>| while an t al legated marbles. -elliug
An. pel- on building or remodelling houses
•'heap.
came in, and noticing the paper: took it
in u ild mu tail I
them. A l-o a nice lot ol' rust ic
a
-, chair.-, -etiee-, l.oquet
down and wrote: '1 concur in the alum-, b.i ki-t
holder.-*, oVc.,
and will be responsible to the extent ot f"t* ornament ilia < ••metiuiiArhi.rs, Lawns, &c
dm.'
mure'
one hundred thousand dollars
bis
name
and
with date,
replaced
signed
the paper in its former position. These R. Y. OKIE & GO.
« li..].two gentlemen were known to be abundI >.•:,], r
i,1
antly able to make their words' good— Groceries, Grocer’s
DanielO. llitner being by far the w ealthiest
man
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Offlce 22, 24 & 20 Oliver Street,
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for sale at a liar
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II.del, called tile
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HOUSE
together with tlie Stable ami out
connected.
>ai.l lion-./.ood repair, delightfully and centralh located on the
bank ot the M.domak Ifiv-r, c.mlninimr :•> roomwell arranged for the comfort ngu.'-is.
Waldoln.i..
c mtailis Onoo in htibit ants, the mutual e>-iitr<- f.n trail,
cf lu surrounding towns, situated on the line ot the
Knox & Lincoln If If., jdaily communication with
liostou by rail, weekly communication with 1’ort
land by steamer, and heingtln only Public Hot
in
town, witli a good business established, renders
this a very desirable point for a hotel,
fin Liven
Stable connected with the bouse i' the onh one i
town and no place in the state allords a bet !.•’•■
oppor
tunity to work a do/en teams. Anv person de-i: in
to engage in the hotel lutsim
in iuv it. d to call ami
examim the premises. .,>• addr.
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and wood house joining.
Will al».. -ell a
substantial riding wagon, a working wat-on, a ...
harness, two sleighs and a plough.
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on the premises.
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poll, on the shore mail hailing from ilelfa-t in
Searsport, about three nob tV. m lh lia-t. and two
miles from Senr.sport village
1 hi-* farm has m.
superior as regards natural advantages j,i 111i- v iein
ity. It has a urietv of good oil- is well w at tied
has a good fishing and shore privilege i- well wood
ed. ami is suitably divided into
mowing, pasture and
tillage land. There are about so appie tri es on the
farm.
Hie buildings are a on. -tor\ house I out
wood shed connected, a barn It* feet
-.,nare VN‘ jt J,

rn i

keiilucky.

reasona! !"

Valuable Farm for Sale!
Da- -ul>'<Tiber oUVrs i‘,.r
h«
farm containing about loo urn
of land, with tin* buildings then
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soon.
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WITH

< entre
known as tin-

For'further particulars impure of .i-uin r.u:vki:, Lincolnt ille, or At.l.i:\ L*m:ki r. f.uirolm ille
< ‘entre.
Lincolnville. Oct. !>th, 1";.’.
tfi:,

:o c> s t o nxr
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1873. Arrangement for Hie Season of 1873.

Orchestra!; in fact ;d! instruments in common
use, \ iolin and (dinar String-, and all Musical Mchamli-i will be tumid in
plenty, variety, and at

of land

HAs.irsr liKTUiNiih from

more money at work
Toiing or
torn
heir -jud moment' or all the time, than
at
Particular- IV•
Ad.lr.-,
anything el
S I I N
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»N N
Peril..ml .Maim

BOSTON & LOWELL

any other Hand Instruments, which with

or

House, with stable in connection and about one acre
on which o a valuable voting orchard of
grafted fruit. Will be sold at a'bargain if applied

mi i wm mods!
OUR

FOR-

sounding

Cornets, Altos, Basses,
Violins, Guitars, Flutes,

Lincolnvilh-

in

Situated
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Mfd. IU
either

chase the la -t

all
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Stock of

throat an 1 lung disease-.
\. h r-r
Send for < ‘imi’ar and 31a -.sent tree.
\d
• ire-UoP.Ki: I'■« AMPHCl.l. l it llrnadwav. New
^ ork ( ity.
male

i') or i soon t1 IH', >i11 t h*■ mellow 1 <*»i
of Idm v.\
practices tin* Cornet is licurd all o\cr the land. > •
be in haste, in tlu fashion, and in sea-on. and
pur

Hotel for Sale.
Hum* roooivod

1

A BAND IN EVERY VILLAGE

A dwelling house and one urn ul
land with ell and barn, in jjood conunion, on \\ aluo Avenue. w ill be ><>ld at a
bargain.
Said house and premises are lull view of ourcitv and
bay and is a most desirable location 1*>r a mechanic
lsboring in the city, or a sea captain, rhere is a
number of fruit trees in good bearing condition,
hmpiiro of II. II. FOKBL>, or at the premise'.
Belfast, Oct. Id, is;:;.
:»n i.,

-s

finished, factions in the two eontinuino- to
wrangle, until now Hie immense fortune PearTrees 3 to 7 Feet High. Apple Trees
which should have been expended in the
5to9 Feet High.
interests of education lias dwindled to First-class Trees, true to name and at a low price by
the hundred or thousand. A title assortment of
$23,000 in real estate and $1,(171 in rash.

All the rest, with its legitimate earnings
in the way of interest, has been frittered
away, stolen and “appropriated,” the largest share going to the lawyers.

1

For Sal©.

$1500,000,

contest last-

ing twenty years in the courts, a compromise was made, the two cities buying
off the other legatees, and when a final
reckoning was made it was found that
over $2,o00,000 had
disappeared in the
struggle. Even then the tight was not

THE

when the white bootblack agreed to black
BELFAST
the black bootblack's boots.
The I thick
bootblack was of course willing to have
his boots blacked by his follow bootblack,
and the bootblack, who had agreed to
black the black bootblack's boots, went to
divided into pj.ooe ea-di gift'. V, d! he ili.il il.utd by
work. When the bootblack had blacked lot
aillDll:! the ticket holder-.
one of the black bootblack's boots until il
LIST OF GIFTS:
shone in a manner that would make an\ o\i; t.i:and < \sn (.il i.
,oooo
bootblack proud, this bootblack, who had t).\r < I; \ M > t \M1 (,ll
loo.OOtZ
O.M
(.1;
VM>
cash
(.11
1
,0.00(1
agreed to black the black bootblack's ONi: tiPA\|) AMI (.11 1
I he .Manager ol this establi.-hmeut announces to
-..non
boots, refused to black the other boot of »>M'l (illA.M) t \MI till I
it< customers ami the public that since the tire he
I....00
It) (ASH (.IP s slo.ooo each.
the black bootblack's, until the black bootlonf000 has leased and titled up the Wilder Foundry, at the
dll t A>|| (, 1 i■'|'s
.i.tHHi each.
l.'.O.OOU
black, who had consented to have the
Head of the fide, l’.eli'a-t. ami is supplying it w it 1 v
-X ( AslI
; | I fs
1.000 each,
.‘,(1.000
SO CASH
white boot-black black Ins boots, should
.-.on each.
(Ills
40,000 superior tools of e\ cry description. Lathes. Planers,
1(»0 ( AMI I I l'Ts
hit)
acll.
-lo.tKKJ &i\. and iadd live cents to the amount the white
lbo CASH (. I I-' I'S
::00 each.
C',.000
bootblack had made blacking other men's
( \ M I (illf.s
each.
aO.OOO
Prepared to Fill all Orders
d.'-'i
\sll ‘.ll I'S
loo each.
d’.’.aOO
boots. This the bootblack, whose one
<
.jO each.
.,.’,o.(kmi with promptne-- and to turn out K1BST CLANS
boot had been blacked, refused to do. -.-ly- ll.ooo ASH (.Il ls
WollK.
ing that it was good enough lbr a black t<) 1 a 1.. 1 ‘.uito •.in- \i.i. \sn.
Mr. Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known
s 1, .no,000
amounting to
bootblack to have one boot blacked, and
The distribution will he positive, whether all the
sui*er\i-oi ami workmen of tie establishment, will
he didn’t care whether the boot that the
ticket^ are -old or mo. ami tlx- 1 .’ non gift all paid in
be found at the new place, ready to wait
upon cus
bootblack hadn’t blacked was blacked or proper’ n to tlx- tickets sold.
turners.
not.
This made the bootblack who had
PRICE OF TICKETS
Manager’- office in Phenix Bow. over too. f.
blacked the black bootblack's bouts, as WltOe- tickets *:,e : Halve- Sc*.", | eutll-, or each ( OilWhite’s Stop
I.leven W hole tickets for s:,oo;
as a bootblack often gets, and Inp-j
1
pou.
i.-kangry
We are prepared to do jig sawing and wood turn
t*o jSl.Ooo, lid W hole Ticket- for sd.Ot>0: :!!7
vented his wrath by spitting upon the etW hole Ticket for S’lo.non
An discount oil In
than
ing, in any amount ami style. Having just put on
,00 worth of Tick*
blackened boot ol the black bootblack.
at a time.
some new ami expensive tools for the purpose, we
I icket now ready for sale, and all orders
This roused the latent passion of the black
accompauieik by tin- money prnniptlv tilled
can now execute iron planing to y> incite-', ami turn
Liberal terms
to
boot
the
and
he
bootblack,
who buy to -ell again.
proceeded
given !■, t!x>
shafting up to h> feet length-.
white bootblack with the boot which the
THOS. E. BRAMLETTE,
Order-left at the office over (dee. F. White’--,
white bootblack had blacked. The frater- \ n’ PuhJ. I.ihr. Ky and .Manager lift (‘oncert.
I’heuix Bow, will meet with prompt attention.
Public Library P.uildiiig. Loui- ille, K v.
nity of bootblacks afterward convened,
\\
W
\> I LK, President & Manager.
and denounced the action of the white and
InaAi
YBBOT'I, Sec’y & Superintendent,
black bootblacks as one of the blackest in
l’.eila-t. Sept. 2!. In:.",.
ttl'J
AND
tin* page of bootblack history.

ed to the establishment of common schools
to he free to all,
irrespective of belief or
color. The will was
disputed by the heirs
oi course, and the ease was carried before

lady having two lovers, accepted the
who was poor but smart, rather than
the other who was rich but an imbecile.
^ hen asked the reason of her choice she
said: “A man who is poor
may get over
We fear that the
ex-ample stands almost it; but it one is a natural-born
fool he
or quite alone.
[New Bedford Mercury. can’t get over it."
M
study table, chairs, a lamp, a bookcase, a
stove, and so forward, and in their closet
they found provisions lor several days.
Ibis was hazing to a blessed purpose.

Wiiat Becomes ot the ,Soxs oe >SecMen. Next to the inquiry. What
becomes of the pins ? au interesting question would lie. What becomes of the sonol successful men ? A few men and a few
firms are in the hands of the founders: but
these are exceptions. The old name and
the old trade generally pass into the hands
of others. “Do you see that man shoveling in coal? Well, Ids children, and children like hi-, will jostle your pampered
sons and rule this land," said an old NewYorker, the other day. The old namehave ceased in the pulpit. The famed men
of the bar seldom have a successor. Tineminent jurists carry their honor- with
them to the grave. -Merchant prince- are
obliterated.
The reason i- clear.
Tinfathers laid the basis of business one w ax
and the sons build another.
-Men who
earned their fortunes by hard work, I>v
dilligenee; that knew sixteen hours’ toil
by personal attention: that were their own
book-keepers, salesmen, cliashiers and
often porters, are followed by sons who
do as little as possible: xvlio delegate to
others all the work they can, and who
know more of the road than of the ledger.
Famous hotel men were gentlemen, men
[ of intelligence, men xvlio were tIn- equalof the best in the land, and who never
sunk the gentlemen in their trade. Young
men who fling the
example of their sires
to the winds, find it easier to
squander a
valuable name, run through a fortune
quicker than it was earned, and find them
selves, while young, at a point from which
their fathers started. One thing is quite
marked in New York. It is the fact that
the heavy business is getting into Unhands of foreigners. The heavv importers, the great bankers, and much of tlie
trade of value is slipping out of the hands
of Americans, as the trade of F.ngiand
got into the power of the Lombards.
[New York Letter to the Boston Journal.
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O O O in Silver.

2 Prizes

$1,000 each

ia Greoabacks.

Six Prize* $500 each in Greenback*!
TEN PRIZES $100 EACH IN GREENBACKS.
in
1000 <i.>l,l and Silver Lever Hunting Watch*
to s'ioo eaeh
all,) worth from
Silver Vest. <’bains, Solid and Double plated
Coin
j
Silver ware, Jewelry, &<•., &c.
Number of Gifts 10,000 !
Tickets limited to 70,000!
AGKNTS IVANTKIl toSKI.I. TICK I Is t.. nlunii
Liberal Premiums will he

paid.

Tickets $! ; Six Tickets $0 ; Twelve
Tickets $10 ; Twenty-five $20.
Circulars containing a full list of prizes, a descrip-

Single

tion of tin* manner of drawing, and other information
in reference to the Distribution, will be sent to any
one ordering them. All letters must be addre ssed to
m viN oFFirr

101 W. Fifth St.

JL. D. SINK, Box 86,
tovH
Cincinnati, O.
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